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BAILEY ANDERSON: REVOLUTIONARY WAR VETERAN
by Max S. Lale
The Island of Skye, largest in the Inner Hebrides chain, lies off the
northwest coast of Scotland, sheltered from Atlantic gales only by the smaller
islands of the Outer Hebrides across The Sea of the Hebrides and the larger Isle
of Lewis across The Little Munch. Scourged by wind and ice in the winter
months, riven by lochs on its western coast. it is a stem and demanding land,
from which its MacLeods and collateral kinsmen have migrated in troubled
times to the ends of the earth. Its people reflect their native heath in the
independence, ruggedness and self-reliance of their uncompromising character.
Such a man was John Anderson, a native of Skye and an immigrant to the
American colonies who gave his life to the cause of American independence.
Such, too, were his children. Three of his sons also shouldered arms against the
British, and two of the three died, as their father had. before the Revolutionary
War ended.
Bailey Anderson (1974-1840), the oldest of 12 children born to John and
Sarah Carney Anderson, was more fortunate than his father and two brothers.
He survived the conflict, though he participated in several of the more important
campaigns and engagements in the southern theater of operations. Living on for
more than half a century, he spent the last years of his life in East Texas and is
one of two Revolutionary War veterans known to be buried in Harrison
County.·
Max S. Lale is Chairman a/the Harrison County Historical Survey Committee,

A native of Virginia, Bailey Anderson was born November 13. 1754, in
Overwharton Parish. Stafford County. where two other children also were born:
Scarlett, on June 10, 1756, and Sela, on March I, 1758. Although the record is not
dear, it appears that a fourth child, Joshua, also may have been born to the
emigrant Scot and his wife during the period of their residence in Virginia. His
name is listed in family records, without a birth date, between Scarlett and Sela.
The family moved some time between 1758 and the Revolutionary War to a
home on the Pacelot River, in the Ninety Six district, near Spartanburg, South
Carolina. 2 Here were born eight other children: William, John. Jr.. "a
daughter," Charles, Dorcas, Jane, Vincent and Delliah. Only for Dorcas is there
any indication in family records of a birth date. It seems a reasonable assumption
that one or more of these children may have died at birth or as infants. for census
records reveal that Sarah Anderson, a widow. was living in Greenville. South
Carolina, in 1790 with "one male sixteen or over, three under sixteen, and one
other' female."3
Scarlet Anderson and Joshua Anderson died in the service of their country
in 1783, as the Revolutionary War was ended. In what year the father perished.
and under what circumtances, is unknown, but his widow left no doubt that he
was indeed a sacrifice to American independence. On November 26, 1807, Sarah
Anderson petitioned the state of South Carolina for reinstatement of the pension
to which she had been entitled as the widow ofa Revolutionary War veteran and
for a balance unpaid after "necessity compelL'd me to follow my children from
the state as nearly all of them was about to leave it." In her petition she declared
that "she lost in the last (sic) Revolutionary War her husband, John Anderson.
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and two Sons who were true friends to their country, and that immediately after
the war the said Sarah was put on the pension list in this state. ~
Detailing his own military service in a pension application in 1833, at
Natchitoches, Louisiana. Bailey Anderson recalled a number of tours of duty
totaling more than two years and spanning at least five years of the American
Revolution, The first, in 1775 or 1776, occurred while he was living in the Ninety
Six district. He volunteered and served six weeks in a militia company
commanded by Capt. Thomas Gordon in a campaign against the Indians on
Reedy (or Ready) River. The uncertainty about the exact year is now impossible
to resolve. The fading memory of an old man could be no more precise after 58
years. 5
The next period of service, which Anderson remembered "was the next
year after the service above mentioned," lasted "about six months." He
volunteered while living on what was called the "Long Island" of Holston
River, an area claimed by Virginia but subsequently ceded to Tennessee. In a
"company of spies" commanded by Capt. Thomas Price, he served under a
Colonel Christian of Virginia. In his application for a pension, Anderson
deposed that he "marched through the country against what was then called the
Overhill Cherokees."
Back in the Ninety Six district of South Carolina, he rejoined his old
company of volunteers under Captain Gordon and "went to Savannah River
opposite Augusta in Georgia to what was called 'Black Swamp' ," as a member
of General Lincoln's forces. This service would appear to have been during the
latter's operations against Augusta in January and February 1779, in which
Lincoln sent part of his troops to the east bank of the Savannah opposite the city,
another part to Black Swamp, and a third to Briar Creek south of Augusta. The
campaign ended disastrously when, in a shattering Brittish attack, the patriots
suffered 400 casualties against 16 for the British, and 600 others "ran home. "6
Later in his deposition, however, Anderson described another tour of
service in a Captain Bridges' company in which his unit "went down and
attacked the British at Augusta, which was called the first siege of Augusta."
Remembering the year incorrectly as "the same year (1780) as King's
Mountain," he recalled this period of service as lasting about two months,
during which he "marched through the Cherokee wilderness to the frontier of
Georgia" for the attack on Augusta. His deposition recounts that the campaign
failed when the British received reinforcements, "which occasioned the
Americans to raise the siege and fly to the wilderness."
From the evidence in his pension application, Anderson seemed to be
describing the Augusta operation in two different campaigns. However, the
question of two different company commanders, whom Anderson remembered
by name, is unanswered by an assumption of confused memory on his part.
The old soldier was drafted for another tour of service, once again under
Captain Gordon. He recalled that the company "went ... to the frontier of
Georgia, under General Williamson of said District of Ninety Six." Anderson
was unable to remember the exact year of this service, but he recollected it as
being "before the siege of Savannah."
Anderson served in 1780 as a volunteer under General McDowell of North
Carolina. Subordinate to McDowell were a number of officers whose names
Anderson still remembered in 1833, including his company commander. a man
named Parsons, and Colonel Clark of Georgia, Colonel Shelby of Holston River
and Colonel Williams of South Carolina. Anderson recalled that he "marched

,
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irom the frontier or line of North Carolina to Musgrove's Mill on what was called
Congaree River," where the formation engaged "a party of British and Tories
and had a fight which was called the Battle of Musgrove's Mill." According to
the old soldier, "The Americans defeated the British, but at the finish of the
action an express came with information that GenIs. Gates and Sumpter had
been defeated, and the detachment to which he belonged retreated as fast as
possible to the North Carolina line."

-c

This action occurred in August 1780, two days after the Battle of Camden,
much as Anderson remembered it. General McDowell had sent Colonels
Shelby, Clark and Williams to break up a camp of 600 Tories. The Americans
galloped all night and at daylight drove in the Tory pickets. They then learned
that a Royal regiment of 600 men from New York under a Colonel Innes had
joined the Tories. Too weak to attack the combined force, and their mounts too
fatigued to retreat, the Americans drew back a short distance and threw up hasty
breastworks. In the attack which followed, every British officer fell to the
American riflemen, among 63 killed and 160 wounded or captured. On learning
of Gates' defeat at Camden, where Baron de Kalb was killed and Gates
disgraced himself by mounting a thoroughbred and fleeing the 75 miles to
Charlotte without drawing rein, Shelby sent his prisoners to Virginia, and
McDowell's forces withdrew from South Carolina. 1
This tour of service lasted about two months, and in this instance Anderson
was correct in remembering it as. occurring the same year as King's Mountain,
the decisive American victory on October 7, 1780, in which Shelby and
Campbell annihilated a force of Tories.
Later in the same year, Anderson was serving once again under General
Sumpter and was in a party which captured one of Colonel Banaster Tarleton's
dreaded cavalrymen. The party "carried him to Genl. Sumpter as fast as
possible. General Sumpter retreated all night. The next evening. however,
Colonel Tarleton overtook him and a battle was fought that was called the Battle
of Black Stocks," he recalled.
Blackstocks was a notable victory for the patriots. During the battle, the
highly professional Tarleton suffered ten casualties to everyone suffered by
Sumpter but nevertheless claimed a victory for British arms, a claim which Lord
Cornwallis accepted. Along with the American victory at King's Mountain in
October, however, the two successes in fact forced a turn of the tide in the
southern theater of operations. s
Recollected in his final years, Anderson's next service would seem to have
been among his proudest moments, though it lasted only a month. For this tour
he volunteered to serve in Captain Farrar's company "and marched to join
General Green (sic) at the Siege of Ninety Six." Anderson recalled that during
this expedition the general asked Captain Farrar to select two men in whom he
reposed special confidence for a particularly important reconnaissance mission.
"The captain selected a man named 'King Chitty' and this deponent." No doubt
Anderson's long residence in the district made him an especially suitable
candidate for the mission. In any case, he and King Chitty "went, returned and
reported to General Green that Lord Cornwallis was coming and not far off. "
Acting on this intelligence, Anderson asserted, Greene "attempted to storm the
fort but could not succeed & had to raise the siege and retreat."
This operation occurred in the spring of 1781, when British outposts
between Camden and Charleston were beginning to fall to the largely partisan
forces of Lee, Marion and Greene. Orangeburg was taken on May 11 and
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Augusta on May 22. the same day Greene invested Ninety Six. A relief column
from Charleston under Lord Rawdon saved the day for the British garrison
temporarily, but when Georgetown fell to Francis Marion, the British
abandoned Ninety Six on July 3. 9
After his service at Ninety Six, Anderson recalled that he was "out on
several occasions against the Indians and '
, tories. "10
In his deposition for a pension. Anderson made theprojorma declaration
that he relinquished "every claim to a pension or annuity except for the present.
and declares that his name is not on the pension roll urthe Agency of any state,"
and swore and "subscribed by making his mark before Frederick Williams, a
justice of the peace in Natchitoches, Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana.
This same official also took the statements of I.B. Blane. "a clergyman."
and Henry Leavenworth. "residing in the same parish." certifying that they
were acquainted with Bailey Anderson, that they "believe him to be seventy
nine years of age," and that they concurred in the opinion that he had indeed
been a soldier in the revolution.
Further establishing Anderson's claim to a pension, the same justice of the
peace took the statement of Samuel Thompson, who "personally appeared in
open court. before the Parish Court, Parish of Natchitoches, now sitting," and
declared that "in the year 1786 or 1787" he had known and was well acquainted
with Bailey Anderson and "then knew that he had served as militia man in the
revolutionary war," Thompson testified that he had known Anderson "ever
since, and has always understood and known that he so served."ll Further, he
acknowledged that he "had heard read the declaration of said Anderson which
he has this day made in order to obtain a pension under the Act of Congress
passed June 7, 1832, and has good reason to believe that Anderson is true and
correct." Thompson made the additional comment that Anderson had been a
member of the legislature of the state of Kentucky and that "This deponent
believes his statement entitled to entire confidence & belief."
In answer to a set of interrogatories prescribed by the War Department for
attachment to the deposition of pension claimants, Anderson placed on record
his personal statement of the pertinent facts of both his life and his war service.
In acknowledging the accuracy of Anderson's statements, Justice of the Peace
Williams recorded that the old soldier's memory had been impaired by age, but
that ""to the best of his recollection, he served not less than the periods
mentioned in his Declaration. hereunto attached, and in the following grades: To
wit in the grade of private soldier and no other grade or rank and that for more
than two years, during which period he was not employed in any civil pursuit."
Responding to the interrogatories, Anderson testified that he had been born
"in the year One Thousand and seven hundred and fifty four, on the 13th day of
November," but had no record available to him in confirmation "that I can
obtain at this time. "12 He stated further that in addition toSouth Carolina, where
he lived when he entered the service of his country, he also had lived in
Kentucky, Indiana, Arkansas and Texas.
As the tinal document In the Anderson file, the parish judge in whose court
Anderson made his claim (the judge's name unfortunately is indecipherable)
declared it his opinion that "the above named applicant was a Revolutionary
War Soldier, and served as he states. And the court further certifies that it
appears to them that I. B. Blane. who has signed the preceding Certificate, is a
Clergyman. resident in the Parish of Natchitoches, that Henry Leavenworth.
who has also signed the same is a resident in the Parish of Natchitoches. and is a
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credible person. and that their statement is entitled to credit."
Justice of the Peace Williams completed the legal formalities by certifying
that the series of documents accurately rep·orted the court's proceedings.
The travels by which Anderson moved from his native Virginia, then to
South Carolina, and finally to a resting place near Elysian Fields in the
southeastern corner of Harrison County, Texas, is a classic exposition of the
western movement. It is recorded that he "went to Kentucky about 1795, and
fifteen years later moved to Indiana.•• It is a commentary on the times, too, that a
man who later would sign his pension application with his mark should have
been elected to a term in the Kentucky legislature, in which he served from 1800
to 1802,13 After eight years in Indiana, Anderson migrated to East Texas in 1818.
Although the matter was in dispute, Americans then considered this area to be a
part of the Louisiana Purchase. This was the reason Anderson filed his pension
application in Louisiana, though he was living across the line which later would
become an international boundary. In 1820, when Spanish military forces from
Mexico entered the area to evict American citizens then living in East Texas,
Anderson and his family went to Arkansas Territory (now Oklahoma) but
returned about 1821 as permanent settlers in the Ayish Bayou district, near the
old Joseph Burleson home. 14
It seems certain that Bailey Anderson was accompanied in these moves by
Bailey Anderson, Jr., who was born in South Carolina in 1788. True to his
heritage, the younger Anderson commanded a Texas company at the "battle" of
Nacogdoches in August 1832 and another which was dispatched in the effort to
capture San Antonio from the Mexicans during the Siege of Bexar, December 5
to 10, 1835. Afterward he moved to Harrison County, where he was one ofthe
trustees of Marshall University, and still later to McLennan County, where he
died in 1865 at the age of 77.
In a series of letters on the subject of the Anderson family, Boon Anderson
wrote to M. A. Johnson of San Augustine on October 12, 1921, that "my father
(Bailey Anderson. Jr.) was raised in San Augustine, going there in 1818 . , . In
1837 he and his father, Bailey Anderson. left San Augustine and settled in
Harrison County. Texas. "15 By this time, the elder Anderson would have been
83 years old and obviously was accompanying his son, in a reversal of their
previous roles.
A survey dated December 9. 1839. of 12Y.2: labors ofland belonging to Bailey
Anderson, Jr., located on the waters of Sabine River 93 miles north of
Nacogdoches, apparently described a grant for his service during the Texas
Revolution. Ill This land was designated. and still is identified as, the Bailey
Anderson Survey. lying partially in Harrison County and partially in the present
Panola County. It WdS in this survey, on a tract now owned by B. H. Timmins of
Elysian Fields. a great-great-grandson, that the old Revolutionary War soldier
found his final resting place.
A deed signed February 27. 1845, and acknowledged on March 29 by L. H.
Dillard, chiefjustice of Harrison County, was filed for record on April 21 by E.
C. Beasley. the Harrison County clerk. In it. Bailey Anderson, Jr., conveyed to
Hampton Anderson a track of 270 acres in the Bailey Anderson Survey. 1 7 As
was customary at the time, the land was described by its previous ownerships.
Earlier. Bailey Anderson, Jr., had sold a tract of 320 acres, of which the 270
acres was a part, to Isaac Van Zandt, who first settled on the property near
Elysian Fields before moving to Marshall. HI Bailey Anderson, Jr., subsequently
repurchased or otherwise reacquired the land after it had been sold by Van Zandt
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to James A. Williams. It was from the administrator of Williams' estate that the
land returned to Anderson's ownership. In the deed to Hampton Anderson. the
tract was described as "excluding fifty acres including the improvements set
apart for the widow and children of said James A. Williams" - an exclusion
which does not fit the popular notion of the traditional Scot character. It further
described the land as "being and lying in said county west and north of the town
of Greensboro (one of the prior seats of Harrison County) on Sabine River.
In his landmark history of Harrison County written in 1930. James Curtis
Armstrong asserts that Bailey Anderson donated the land for Greensboro (also
spelled Greensborough) at the Robinson's Ferry crossing on Sabine River. 19 It
seems likely that the donation was by Bailey Anderson, Jr., rather than the
father. but the deed records of neither Harrison County nor Panola County, of
which the Sabine River is the common boundary. offer any confirmation. Either
the deed for the county seat was never recorded in either county, or the land was
given by oral contract and reverted to its original owner when Greensboro was
abandoned.
Bailey Anderson died of old age in Augast 1840, nearing his 86th birthday .20
Regrettably, in light of the abundance of material bearing on his Revolutionary
War service. little is known of the man himself, as opposed to the historical
figure. That he was the rugged son of a Scot father is apparent. His fierce
independence shines through his extended war service and his many westward
moves, The fact of his illiteracy obviously did not impugn the native intelligence
of a man his Kentucky neighbors trusted as their lawmaker.
It is no surprise that the Anderson family's journey to Texas in 1818 was
made by raft down the Mississippi and by dmw boat up the Red River. poling
themselves upsteam in what must have been a fatiguing and lengthy passage.
Family history has it that Mrs. Anderson died on the Mississippi leg of the
journey and was buried on the river bank in a cottonwood log coffin.
Undoubtedly the old soldier bore his loss with a stoicism rooted in the Island of
Skye granite of his heritage.
Bailey Anderson's grave is marked by no monument. only by the native
rock placed on it at the time of his death. and its location would have been lost to
memory but for a great·great-grandson and his pride in an an.ccstor who helped
to make America free.
An official Texas Historical Commission marker honoring Bailey Anderson
was dedicated June 1, 1975. as one of the features of Harrison County's
bicentennial observance. It stands in the small community of Elysian Fields,
from which the old soldier's grave is distant about a mile on the
great-great-grandson's land.
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NOTES
lThe other is William Delafield. who died at an advanced age while living in the
LaGrone's Chapel community in northwestern Harrison County. The precise location of
his grave is lost to record.
2The Andersonfamily history is from information compiled by Walter Weston Folger
of Chattanooga and published in "Historical Southern Families," Vol. 8, by John Boddie,
and from "Information on the Anderson Family of Shelby County," by Dorothy Renick
Luttrell, Rockville Centre, Long Island, N. Y. Extracts pertinent to the Anderson family
are contained in family records in the possession of B. H. Timmins of Elysian Fields,
Texas, a great-great-grandson of Bailey Anderson.
3John Boddie, "Historical Southern Families."
410hn Boddie, "Historical Southern Families."

,

5The details of this and subsequent periods of service are recorded in a deposition
made by Bailey Anderson on August 27, 1833, in connection with his claim for a pension.
The deposition and associated instruments supporting it, are filed in the Natchitoches
Parish Court, Natchitoches, Louisiana. Copies of these documents were obtained from
the Military Service Records section of the National Archives, Washington, D. c., where
they are filed under No. S.30,826.ln addition to the deposition and related documents, the
file also contains copies of correspondence from interested individuals, along with
answers made to the inquiries, dating from 1927 to 1937.
6"The Spirit of 'Seventy-Six, The Story of the American Revolution as Told by
Participants," edited by Henry Steele Commager and Richard B. Morris (Harper & Row;
New York, 1967), 1080.
7Daniel Harvey Hill, Young Peuple's History of North Carolina (Alfred Williams &
Co.; Raleigh, 1923), 186.
ll"The Spirit of Seventy-Six," Commager and Morris, 1073.
9"The Spirit of Seventy-Six," Commanger and Morris, 1179. "Ninety Six" does not
refer to a numbering of districts within the state, but to a community which still exists
under this name. The community was established % miles from the old frontier fort of
Prince George on the Keowee River. 1am indebted for this information to M. E. Lattimore
of Marshall , Texas, a native of North Carolina whose mother is a native of South Carolina.
Mr. Lattimore, whose ancestors fought in both the Revolutionary War and the War
Between the States, is an accomplished student of southern history and has travelled
widely in both North Carolina and South Carolina.
lOBecause the indecipherable words are set off by quotation marks in the deposition
record, it seems likely they were pejorative.
lilt would be interesting to know the circumstances of this friendship, given
Anderson's migrations and several residences after the war, which spanned haifa century
and half a continent.

12This statement is in conflict with the information accepted by Boddie in "Historical
Southern Families," as reflected in the B. H. Timmins family records stating Anderson's
birth year as 1753. The author accepts Anderson's statement. Even though he was an old
man when he gave his deposition, and even though his memory was hazy and less than
accurate in some respects, it seems reasonable that he would have been accurate about the
year of his own birth.
13Letter, December 18, 1974, from R. Lawrence, Kentucky Historical Society
Library, to author. She quoted Collins' ··History of Kentucky" as listing H. Bailey
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Anderson as a member of the Kentucky House of Representatives from Warren County
during the years 1800, 1801 and 1802.
14George L. Crockel.

TII'O

Centurie.\" in East

TexlI.\"

(The Southwest Press: Dallas,

1932). R2.
l~These letters are contained in the Robert Bruce Blake Research Collection (Vol. 35,
396 to 402) at Stephen F. Austin State University. Copies are among the B. H. Timmins
family records.

16Prom deed records traced by Hays Abstract Company, Nacogdoches, Texas, as
noted in Vol. A" Surveyor's Records, 405. Extract of this information is in the B. H.
Timmins family records.
l'The original deed is in the possession of B. H. Timmins.
ne of the giants of early Texas history, Van Zandt occupied a homesite in Marshall
now a part of the campus of East Texas Bapli!'>t College.
1 KO

1\IJames ennis Armstrong, "The History of Hanison County, Texas, 1839 to 1880,"
University of Colorado. 1930.
2°Eorly His/ory of FreeMone County, (Lewis Publishing Company:, 1893). as
reprinted in the Fairfield Recorder, July 1921. The work was pUblished in a series of
installments. One Qfthese installments concerned William Anderson. identified as "one of
the oldest Texans in the County of Freestone" and the grandson of Bailey Anderson and
the son of Bailey Anderson. Jr, A copy of this newspaper story is in the B. H. Timmins
family records.
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FRANK PATTEN AND THE ROSENBERG LIBRARY
by Mel Jordan
The history of the Rosenberg Library of Galveston, and of its fortunes while
under the direction of Frank Patten, began with the efforts of a philanthropist to
make cultural resources available to the general public through a private
bequest. Frank C. Patten, who was responsible for the Library's initial
development. and for collecting and making available the treasures of
information concerning Texas history, typifies the dedication and
resourcefulness of those librarians who built the collections of the early
twentieth century. Had Galveston continued to be a leading seaport and
commercial center, and had Patten received the financial support for which he
asked, the Rosenberg Library might have retained its position as one of the
outstanding libraries ofthe South. [n its present state it holds rich resources for
the study of the early economic. political, and social life of Galveston and
Texas because of the determination of Frank Patten to gather and preserve the
original documents pertaining to these subjects.

The first public library in Texas had its beginning September 13, 1870, when
the Galveston Chamber of Commerce, "adopted a resolution creating a Library
Department whose object should be to establish and foster a Mercantile
Library," 1 and on January 20, 1871, the Galveston Mercantile Library, with a
reading room, was first opened to the public. 2
Henry Rosenberg, an immigrant to Galveston, found work as a salesboy in
1843, and in the years that followed became as wealthy merchant and banker. He
died on May 12, 1893 and in the twenty-first section of his will he bequeathed the
"rest and residue" of his estate to his executors in trust to be invested for a
period of two years following his death. At the end of the two year period they
were directed to "organize and endow a free public library for the use of the
people of Galveston, together with free lectures upon practical, literary and
scientific subjects, and such other incidents to a great public library as may be
most conducive to the improvement, instruction and elevation of the citizens of
Galveston .... "3 The articles of incorporation were signed on July 5, 1900,
and a charter was granted to the Rosenberg Library Association by the State of
Texas on July 10, 1900. 4 The corner stone for the library building was laid in
October, 1902, inscribed with the final sentence in Henry Rosenberg's will: "[
desire to express in a practical form any affection for the city of my adoption and
for the people among whom I lived for so many years, trusting that it will aid their
intellectual and moral development, and be a source of pleasure and profit to
them and their children and their children's children through many
generations. "5
In 1901 Major A. J. Walker, the, Executor of the Rosenberg Estate,
transferred to the Board of Directors of the Rosenberg Library the residue of the
estate, valued at $620,529.69. 6 In that same year the design for a building was
accepted, and the contract for construction was awarded to Harry Devlin on
March 21, 1902. 7 Patten, the newly appointed Librarian, arrived in Galveston
July 24, 1903 to take charge of the preliminary work necessary to the opening of
the library, and on the evening of June 22, 1904, the birthday of the founder, he
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was in charge of the dedication ceremonies that were held in the lecture hall of
the newly completed building. On that day the Library had been open to public
inspection, and on the following day its services were first offered to the public. R
Frank Chauncy Patten, 1855-1934, was born in Rochester. New York and at
the age of four traveled to Wisconsin with his parents who were in search of a
religious utopia. He grew up on the American frontier, working as a farm boy
and carpenter, and at the age of nineteen, a few years after the Civil War, started
teaching school. Combining college studies with school teaching and working in
the Ripon College Library. Patten did not leave Wisconsin until he was
thirty-one years old. Finding that he had a preference for library work. he went
to New York City to attend the first class for the professional training of
librarians which was offered at Columbia College.!l
Patten's first job of importance came when he accepted the position of
Librarian of the Helena. Montana Public Library in 1892. Under his leadership
the Library received increased financial support which he used to triple the size
of the collection and expand the quarters for the library. The library staff
consisted of Patten and seven assistants, one of whom was Mary C. Gardner,
who was to work with him again in Galveston, became the Acting Librarian at
Helena when Patten left in July. 1899, to study at Harvard,1O
The quality of his former schooling made it difficult for him to gain
admission. but Patten was admitted to Harvard College as a special student on
April 20, 1899 and stayed on through the 1900-01 school year. He was forty-four
years old when he entered Harvard. and thus at the age offorty-six, finished his
formal education,ll
With professional training plus twenty years of experience. including a brief
time as Assistant Librarian of the Lenox Library in New York City. Patten
received his most important appointment when he became Librarian of the
newly endowed Rosenberg Library in Galveston, Texas. He was selected for the
position in 1903, when there were few public libraries in Texas, and stayed until
his death thirty-one years later, more than half the years spent in his chosen
career. 12
When Patten arrived the building was still under construction, and he spent
the first year getting ready for the opening - busying himself with the selection
of personnel, furniture and books. It was an attractive building in the style oilate
Italian Renaissance architecture, and at that time a show-place in Galveston. Of
a total of $548,000 that had gone to the endowment of libraries in the State of
Texas up to that time, Rosenberg Library had received $500.000"3 Phineas L.
Windsor. then Librarian of The University of Texas, said. "the Rosenberg
Library endowment is so large as to warrant the confident expectation that it will
become a leader among libraries of the Southwest."14
Patten went about putting these considerable assets to use. He brought in
Mary Gardner. who had replaced him at the Helena Public Library. to be his
Assistant. Miss Gardner was great deal like Patten in temperament and they
worked well together. Miss Gardner's most important duties were selecting the
books to be bought, training personnel. and preparing material for publication in
the BlllJetin ofthe Rosenberg Library, referred to as a "model" by Julia Ideson
who was then Librarian of the Houston Public Library.
Within a few years the Galveston Public Library was absorbed by The
Rosenberg Library, and a branch library was built for blacks. the first in the
United States. Public lectures were begun. and in 1910. publication of the
BulJetin of the Ro:senherli Library was started. 1s
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On January II, 1905, the Negro branch of the Rosenberg Library, "the first
branch library for colored people to be established anywhere in the country,' '16
was opened for use. An agreement had been reached between the governing
body of the Rosenberg Library and the authorities of the Galveston public
schools to build an addition to Central High School (the Negro high school in
Galveston) to serve as the branch library.
Several years later, when Patten was editing a book that was to be a
memorial to Mr. Rosenberg, he felt the need to explain why it was necessary to
esta~1ish a separate library for blacks:

•

conditions in Galveston required that the use of library privileges by the
colored citizens would be separate and distinct from their use by the
white people, this being the same kind of separation of races that is
observed in the public schools everywhere in the South. It was by means
of a branch library that the Rosenberg Library Board of Directors
attempted to meet the problem of the proper way to furnish library
facilities to the colored ... The plan has proved a decided success with
us. Since our branch was established several other branch libraries for
colored people have been established in other cities in the South. 17
Mr. John R. Gibson, the school Principal, was appointed to supervise the
Negro branch, and the Library opened with about 1,100 volumes and
twenty-one current periodicals. By the end of 1916, the branch had 2,800
volumes and a registration of 1,288. It was kept open about six hours a day. In
1918 Miss Lillian Davis became the Assistant Librarian of the branch and was
given full responsibility for its operation in 1928,18
Public lectures were begun at the Rosenburg Library in March 1906, with
Jenkins Lloyd Jones of the University Extension Division of The University of
Chicago who gave a series oflectures on Victor Hugo. Ibsen, Toistoi and Sidney
Lanier. The same year Patten addressed the Texas Library Association meeting
at Waco where he stated: "the public library is the natural center in the town for
those intellectual activities that make for scholarship, culture, progress, better
information and the general public good. And it is very proper that educational
lectures should be encouraged and supported under library auspices as much as
possible ... "19 The lectures proved to be popular, and the reading lists printed
with the announcement of each lecture were meant to promote "reading with a
purpose." In keeping with his belief that the primary role of a publiclibrary was
educational, Patten said, "It is very desirable that the Rosenberg Library free
lectures be interesting and pleasing, but it is even more desirable that they
should be significant and instructive - food for the intellectual life. "20
Both Patten and Miss Gardner stressed the need for work of high quality
from their assistants. They were very frugal, managing the Library within the
limits of the income from the endowment fund. The books for the Library were
selected with great care, and special privileges for the patrons were rarely
granted. Each volume was examined by the "apprentices" when it was returned
to the Library, and if it was damaged the borrower was fined. 21
As he had in Helena, Patten gathered a large collection of pamphlets as a
part of the reference collection. When members of the staff attended a cultural
event of any kind in Galveston they were asked to bring back three copies of the
program for the Library, and by the end of 1914 30,000 pamphlets had been
gathered. In Patten's opinion, this pamphlet material was of unusual value,
"especially that in social and political science, Some of the most useful and
authoritative matter on new subjects appears first in pamphlet form. "22
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As early as May, 1912. Patten had written that "the collection and
preservation of local printed matter, - newspapers, magazines, maps. plans,
photographs. programs. posters, advertising matter o[al1 kinds, city directories,
etc., and oflocal manuscripts, old diaries and the like, is an important [uDetionof
a public library, especially when that library is housed securely in a fire-proof
building, Such material, being 'original sources,' is of great value to the
historian.' '23
A 1918 publication of the Library, Henry Rosenberg, 1824-1893, states:
the library has gathered and is carefully preserving a very valuable and
already quite extensive local collection of Galveston historical material.
consisting of books , pamphlets (such as reports, year books, programs,
and other printed matter of churches, schools, societies, lodges, clubs,
corporations, and other organizations), newspapers, magazines,
leaflets, prints (such as theatre and concert programs, circulars,
announcements, handbills, placards, posters, etc.), maps, blueprints,
manuscripts. engravings. photographs. pictures, relics. and other
historical material. This interesting and valuable Galveston historical
collection has resulted almost wholly from donations by Galveston
friends, and every year it grows by further donations. all of which are
appreciated by the library management. 24
And in early 1919. Patten was able to write: "our Galveston historical
collection, after fifteen years growth, has become quite important historically. It
consists of books, pamphlets. maps, charts. photographs, pictures, portraits,
and historical relics relating to the city of Galveston. "2:>
A year later he said he hoped that the Texas Historical Society of Galveston
which had had its start in 1871 could be revived because "A local historical
society could do much to gather and preserve the original material of Galveston
history. "26 The Society had been active for a number of years, but it had become
less -so, and care of the manuscripts and letters had been placed in the custody of
E. G. Littlejohn. During the Galveston storm of 1900 many of the papers were
badly damaged. After the Rosenberg Library was opened, what remained of the
papers were stored there until 1921 When ·'Mr. Littlejohn calJed a meeting of the
surviving members ofthe organization and at his request the Library was made
custodian, with the express direction that none should ever be removed from the
library building. "21 The collection of the Society consisted of about 200 books,
800 pamphlets, and 1,000 manuscripts.
Together with these papers of the Texas Historical Society of Galveston,
Patten had gathered, by the first half of the 192"05, a collection that contained
letters in Spanish written before the Texas Revolution, printed orders and
decrees in Spanish, the correspondence of James Morgan who was reputed to
have had the largest private library in the State, the papers of Peter Wagner
Grayson, the papers of Henry M. and Charles T. Truehart (which included a
copy of the diary of lames Lawrence Truehan, a member of the Mier
Expedition), and the Samuel May Williams papers relating to the social,
economic and political life of Texas from 1819 to 1858. 28
Samuel May Williams, one of the founders and promoters ofGalveston, had
been the secretary and land office manager of Austin's Colony, and in 1922 Mrs.
Mary Williams League, his daughter, and Thomas Jefferson League, his
grandson, gave to the Rosenberg Library a leather trunk filled with his papers.
Dr. Eugene C. Barker, former Chairman of the History Department at The
University of Texas. used these papers when he wrote his biography of Stephen

,'
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F. Austin. 29
John Miller Winterbotham. a Galveston lawyer and businessman. and a
member of the Board of Directors of the Library. put together an exhibit of the
historical material held by the Library in 1923. The two outstanding collections
of the exhibit were the James Morgan papers and the Samuel M. Williams
papers. so By such exhibits as this others became aware of the collections
concerning Galveston and Texas History, and as early as 1924, in the
Southlvestern Historical Quarterly it was said that "the historical collections of
the Rosenberg Library are a veritablf: treasure, undoubtedly the most important
in the State except those at Austin . . . . Even now no serious study of the
commerical history of the State could be attempted without the use of these
materials_ "31
At the end of 1926 the Library had more than 7.000 local history manuscripts, and had organized special collections of Galveston and Texas history.
The Library received from the estate of Dr. Joseph O. Dyer a collection of specially valuable material that included a number of papers of David G. Burnet.
the first President of the Republic of Texas. The Dyer collection also included

an original three-page letter in Ihe handwriting of Jean Lafitte. dated July 7.
1819. which in Patten's opinion was one of the most interesting items in the
collection. 32 Patten urged others to lend or donate their collections to the
Library. Pointing out that Galveston had an interesting history. he wrote that

because Galveston was for more than half a century the center of Texas
activities and culture, and the residence of many of the leading families
of Texas. there are here stored in attics and odd places, in homes and
offices, many striking and invaluable records of these vigorous and
sterling people. Let the letters, diaries, books of account and other
manuscripts, the books, maps, all kinds of prints. photographs,
pictures, paintings, historical relics - all of them - come to the
Rosenberg Library to be recorded and put in proper condition and so
preserved for the future historian. 33
It was Patten's hope that a museum could be established and managed by
the Library to better handle the historical material that had been gathered.
Patten expressed his interest in history not only through his work in
collecting historical material for the Library. but also through his membership in
historka,l associations. The national organizations in which he held
memberships were the American Historical Association. the Mississippi Valley
Historical Association. and the Sons of the American Revolution. For
memberships in state organizations Patten chose those of two adjoining states.
the Louisiana Historical Society and the Historical Society of New Mexico. and
belonged to the Texas State Historical Association and the Texas Folklore
Society. On a local level he was a member of the Texas Historical Society of
Galveston.
In 1915, Patten had suffered what he described as a "serious" illness. That
same year the first ocean-going vessel traveled up the Houston ship channel to
dock at Houston. by-passing the wharves of the "merchant princes" of
Galveston Island. The inflation following World War 1 drastically reduced the
value of the dollar. and Rosenberg Library found itself in financial trouble from
which it did not recover in Patten's lifetime. 34
In 1927 Patten made an appeal to the public for donations to the endowment
fund, but none were forthcoming. In 1929 he appealed for financial support from
taxes. Resigning himself to the Library's financial difficulties. he said "so it has
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come to pass that it is not possible for the library to keep up its growth and its
service to the public in accordance with the desires and expectations of our
citizens and in accordance with the increasing opportunities to make the library
more useful to the people of Galveston. ".U
September 1. 1932 marked the fiftieth anniversary of Patten's work in
libraries. He was to survive that anniversary by less than two years. Frank
Patten died the night of January 6. 1934 in St. Mary's Infirmary in Galveston.
Funeral services were conducted at Trinity Episcopal Church on the afternoon
of January 8. 1934. Masonic services were then held at the Scottish Rite
Cathedral. and the body was sent to San Antonio that evening for cremation.
The Library remained closed all that day. 36
Patten remained a bachelor throughout his life. In his will he bequeathed
$1 ,000 to Mary Gardner. his long-time Assistant, and the rest of his estate, which
was valued at $12.000 to the Rosenberg Library."
Arthur R. Curry. Patten's immediate successor at Rosenberg, disclosed in
his first annual report that Patten had secretly given a total of $38.000 of his own
money over the years to augment the salaries of four of the assistants in the
Iibrary.31l
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THE CREEK INDIANS IN EAST TEXAS
by Gilbert M, Culbertson

Putting flesh on the barebones of historical documents is one of the great
rewards of the historian. Vanished personalities spring from hidden places in a
dance which is no longer macabre because it is real, Such is the ta",k of
reconstructing the Texas past from the Hagerty-Dohoney papers which deal
with the migration of the Greek Indians, Texas slaveholdings, and the settlement
of Harrison and Red River counties. I
Among the Indian tribes settled in Texas the Creeks were among the most
civilized. Their correspondence is highly literate and their business transactions
astute. There were indeed hazy legends of Madoc and 81. Brendan and tales of
Welsh and Irish blood among the Cherokees and Creeks. In spite of their
superior culture and leadership the removal from the ancestral lands of Georgia
was a "trail of tears. "2
The first mention that the Creeks had arrived in Texas is contained in a letter
from Dr, John Sibley to General Henry Dearborn, September 7, 1808,
mentioning that Siache, a Creek who had murdered O'Neal, was a few miles
from Conchetta village on the Sabine in June 1807. 3 There were many renegades
gathering in the "Neutral Ground," outlaws, land sharks, and assorted
swindlers. fresh off the Natches Trace and heading toward the Murrell
Conspiracy.
The next twenty years marked the removal of the Creeks from their lands in
Georgia and Alabama. Indeed Mirabeau Lamar was secretary to Governor
Troup of Georgia and a believer in a firm Indian policy which he developed later
as Governor of Texas. Lamar wrote to J. H. Eaton, Creek Nation:
- we came to bury the Tomahawk and to restore tranquility ... to
make this overture of peace and friendship, and to invite them to a
participation of the blessings that are enjoyed in the West. 4
He warns that: "You will be an easy prey to the rapacity of bad men and
soon fall victims to a system of Government which you are incapable of
comprehending. "5
During the 1820s the Creeks were ably led although fatally divided, In fact
division into "war towns" and "peace towns" was institutionally part of the
Creek governmental structure. But the Creeks throughout their modern history
have been beset by factionalism. They were divided in the 1820s between the
pro-emigration party, headed by General William McIntosh and his opponents,
the "red-sticks."
General McIntosh deserves to rank with the greatest American Indian
leaders. He was a brigadier general in the United States Army having served
under General Andrew Jackson in the Seminole Campaign of 1817-18. His father
was a British captain. and by an ironic historical twist his aunt was Governor
Troup's mother. 6
Although there were many bones of contention between the Creeks and the
Georgians, slavery was not one of them. In fact. maintenance of the South's
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"peculiar institution" was a point of common interest. The Creeks were among
a number of American slave-holding tribes. Among the Dohoney',documents are
numerous slave transactions, The earliest is an executed contract ,from General
William McIntosh to Louisa McIntosh for nine slaves for $4000.00. Mtee they
were removed to the Indian Territory and Texas, many of the slave-holding
Creeks became eloquent adherents of the Confederate cause,'
PHshed on all sides by the Georgians, General McIntosh signed the
"Treaty" of Broken Arrow in 1824 which exchanged Creek lands for new
holdings in Oklahoma. Although this act was conciliatory, it was bitterly
resented by the Upper Creeks, or "red sticks," who passed a sentence of death
on the McIntosh family. They surrounded the General's house on the
Chattahoochee River, fired it, and killed the General. Samuel Hawkins, married
to one of the Mclntosh daughters, was hanged, His brother, Ben Hawkins,
escaped to Texas as did Chilly McIntosh, a son, who had also signed the treaty,
Chilly Mcintosh went to Washington to demand tht punishment of the
murderers. s
The second document in the Dohoney series is the settlement with John
Crowell, Indian agent, of the claim of the family for damages at the killing. The
family received $7000,00, signed at the Creek Agency, and received by Chilly,
John, Peggy, and Susannah McIntosh. Of course,. the government would
eventually deduct this claim from payments made to the Upper Creeks for their
lands.
The Mcintosh faction of the Creeks then set out with their slaves on the long
Westward trek. They located initially at the three forks of the Arkansas, the
Verdigris, and the Grand River, arriving aboard the steamboat Fidelity.
Accompanying this group was Benjamin Marshall, said to have had ,a hundred
slaves, and Roly McIntosh, a half-brother of the General's, who headed the
Western settlement at Fort Gibson. 9 Rebecca Hagerty, another daughter, was
presumably in this party.
An Important document in the Dohoney series is an official inventory from
Colonel Brearly, agent for the emigrating Creeks, to Chilly McIntosh. Included
are lists of supplies and the hiring of wagons from Ft. Mitchell in the Old Creek
Nation to 51. Francis in Arkansas Territory, signed at the Western Creek
Agency, December 21, 1829. Of course, a mere lising of goods concealed the
tremendous hardship of being uprooted, The McIntosh party was more
fortunate and provident than the hiter Creek emigrants who embarked on their
"trail of tears" with few hopes and fewer supplies. By that time the earlier
settlers were already suitably located in Oklahoma and Texas.
Apprehension, however, was being felt already in Texas. General Mier y
Teran wrote to the Minister of Relations as early as July 7, 1828, regarding the
need for the appointment of ajefe politico to deal with and observe the tribes:
It is now feared on the frontier, I know not on what grounds, that
next winter the numerous Creek tribe will come, They have for some
time carried on a war with the northern states ... Finally being
defeated by the campaign directed by General Jackson. 1o
The last significant Mexican report is that of Juan N. Alamonte, who visited
Texas in 1835, and noted the existence ofa Creek settlement near Nacogdoches.
The Creek who settled with their slaves in Texas did so primarily as individuals.
The majority of the tribe headed northward,
Later in 1835, there were again rumors of a Creek migration to Texas,
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General Sam Houston headed a "committee of vigilance and safety" from the
citizens of Nacogdoches to protest the possible introduction of over 5000 Creeks
onto a grant made by the Mexican government to General FiJasola. Apparently
such a deal was being arranged by an empressario, Archibald Hotchkiss and
Benjamin Hawkins.with Apothleyahola and other Creek chiefs.
Petitioners allege that such "incursion" is contrary to the treaty with
Mexico of April 5, 1831, and should be prevented to protect "a sparse and
comparatively defenceless population unprotected from the evils which were so
tragically manifested on thefrontiners (sic) of Georgia and Alabama; evils which
can only be remedied by the skill and generalship of a Jackson while he was
controling the chivalry of Tennessee and Georgia."ll
I' was not entirely clear what Benjamin Hawkins was doing negotiating with
the Apothleyahola faction, but it is certain that Houston, for all his favorable
Indi,m policy, was nol anxious to have hostile or anti-McIntosh Creeks in
support of the Mexicans. which, of course, would have been greatly
advantageous to Santa Anna.
The Indian question arose again, this time before the Governor and Council
in January 1836, when it was reported that a large body of Creeks were
emigrating to Texas. On January 2 the Committee on the State and Judiciary
resolved that this was "a course dangerous to the country and in the highest
degree criminal and unpardonable. "12 There is no doubt. however. that many of
the Creeks already settled in Texas were prepared to defend the Republic if the
Mexicans crossed the Trinity. Koch maintains that the Creeks had better
relations with Texas than any other Indian tribe.
GeneraLRguston-rnay have been toying with recruiting Creek settlers to
support Texas, or he may have simply been delaying. On February 9, 1837. he
wrote to Lt. Peter Harper from Columbia showing interest in a settlement
proposal. However. Houston cautions:
The subject will then oe laid before congress ... Until then I
would advise my Red Brothers the Chiefs, with their people to raise
Corn on the Canadian and to keep peace among themselves. 13
The letter to the Creeks via Lt. Harper raised a strong protest from Acting
Superintendant of the Western Territory, William Armstrong, Choctaw
Agnecy, 10 May 1837:
The Creeks as well as the Cherokees have a great disposition to
engage in the contest between the Texians and the Mexicans, and there
are those among them, more especially the Cherokees, who are secretly
encouraging such a design. 14
Armstrong is less than anxious to see the Indians engage in Texas
settlement or politics, an opinion vindicated by the fate of Chief Bowles and the
Texas Cherokees. I,>
Meanwhile members of the McIntosh family were settling in Harrison
County near Port Caddo. where they establis.hed RefugePlantation. Port Caddo,
during this period, was a town "with prospects."16 The land was settled by
slave-holders. who have been statistically studied by Randolph Campbell. 17
It is interesting to note that on July 14, 1838, S. M. Hagerty, the husband of
Rebecca McIntosh, and others directed a petition to the Congress of the
Republic praying for relief; "Without leaving our farms uncultivated or our
families at the mercy of ruthless and hostile savages who are continually
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committing depredations on our frontier." 18 Of course, the problem was the
Comanches and other' 'hostiles" who raided deep into Texas in such episodes as
the kidnapping of Cynthia Ann Parker.
The workaday world of the Texas plantation was occasionally broken by
the arrival of supplies from Jefferson or orders from New Orleans aboard the
steamboat Comet. There is not a great deal of excitement to be garnered from the
plantation accounts - during the Civil War there is evidence of the salt
shortage, but on the whole the operation is very much self-contained. 19 In the
late 1850s, one document mentions a slave theft by ConchatHarjofrom the Soda
Lake area. A detailed description is given. Conchat Harjo was a relation of
Opothleyoho so the Creeks brought with them their old feuds and rivalries to
Texas. The plantation seemed to prosper.
At the same time during the 18505 there was a growing restlessness among
the Creeks and their Texas neighbors. Some of the Hawkins family felt a desire
to be "moving on" toward California. In this case "CaJifornia or Bust" was
"Bust." N. B. Hawkins with his brothers Sam and Pink set out with slaves and
wagons. On the Red River the wagons were attached (for old debts, rather than
attacked). The party progressed as far as EI Paso, where they contracted to haul
lumber for the fort. The slaves were not interested in working and were too close
to Mexico to do much about it. Hawkins was then swindled out of several
thousand dollars worth oflumber and had to apply to Aunt Rebecca Hagerty for
a loan to return. 2f1
The restlessness on the other side was caused largely by Creek settlement
along with the Alabama-Coushatta in Polk and Livingston Counties. In 1857,
citizens of Polk County petitioned the Legislature for removal of the Creeks.
There were proposals for resettlement in the Western part of the state or in
Nueces County. Although $5000.00 was appropriated for the project in 1858, it
was never carried out. By 1860, the Creeks in Texas number only 403, most
having relocated in the Indian Territory, where Chilly McIntosh was supporting
the Confederacy, 21
There is one briefletter in the Dohoney papers from the Confederate period.
Written from Arkansas on April 15, 1862, to Mrs. Hagerty, it is from an
otherwise unidentified cavalryman, T. L. Crary, now at Ozark on the White
River and awaiting transport to Memphis, "whair thair is a big fight."22 This
letter was probably a prelude to the disaster at Arkansas Post.
Never numerous nor always influential, the Creeks made their mark on
each major phase ofthe development of East Texas. So thoroughly assimilated
in the cultural and historical patterns of that part of the state, the Creeks and
their contributions have been largely overlooked by historians.
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UThere is only one later document. which deals with settling a lawsuit involving
Thomas McIntosh. Crary was probably in the 15th, 17th, or 18th Cavalry, converted to
Grdnberry's Brigade before Arkansas Post.
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THE KNOW·NOTHING PARTY AND THE GROWTH OF SECTIONALISM IN
EAST TEXAS
by Waymon L. McClellan
In 1855 the American (Know-Nothing) Party was a novelty bursting with
excitement, the first promising attempt to change Texas' one-party politics_ A
mere two years later the party had slipped from lustiness to languor, a broken,
leaderless Know-Nothing remnant joining the Sam Houston-led Independent
Democrats. 1 But the brief, tumultuous life of the Know-Nothings was not
without importance. Historians commonly give most significance to the fact that
antagonism against a common foe, the Know-Nothings. effectively overrode the
bitter factional alignments that had long prevented the organization of the
regular (states' rights) Democrats. stressing that Democrats reacted to the
Know-Nothing challenge by perfecting party organization and establishing
nominations by convention. 2 The usual interpretation of the American Party as a
catalyst to Democratic organization slights the most momentous development of
ante-bellum Texas politics: the sharp division between union and states' rights
groups, with the ultimate triumph of the states' righters. The product of
Democratic organization-the victory of the states' rights wing-should be
emphasized rather than the act of organization, and Know·Nothings played a
significant role in the success of the regular Democrats.
By condemning Know-Nothings as collaborators with Northern
abolitionists and by questioning the allegiance of individual Know-Nothings to
the South, Democrats created an atmosphere in which states' rights extremism
flourished. Alarmed by accusations of disloyalty to the South, most
Know-Nothings found the lures of secrecy, ritual, and nativism fleeting. After a
brief attraction to the Americans, Democrats and states' rights Whigs who had
joined the Know-Nothings joined with the regular Democrats, there to prove
loyalty to the South by helping defeat Houston and Independents in the election
of 1857 and by seating an aggressively pro-Southern legislature.
The pro-Southern views of Texas' VOtI.,.1'-:> . . . ,.mld not be counted a surprise.
Slavery was integral to Texas' economy, with both the number of slaves and the
ad valorem value per slave rising rapidly during the 1850s. a In many counties the
percentage of slaves increased at a much greater rate than the percentage of
whites. Henderson County, for example, showed a 201 per cent increase in the
white population from 1850 to 1860, but during the same period registered a 1,277
pcr cent increase in the number of slaves. 4
Newcomers to Texas came overwhelmingly from the lower South. bringing
with them feelings of kinship to Southern brothers left behind as well as an
affinity for the economic system gripping their native section. The slave states
populated East Texas, with Alabama. Tennessee, and Mississippi furnishing
almost 52 per cent of the ne w famil ie s to 1860; Arkansas. Georgi a. and Louisiana
added another 35 per cent." In the legislature, also, the typical member was of
Southern background. The percentage of slaveowners in the legislature grew
steadily in the 1850s, rising from almost 40 per cent in 1850 to more than 54 per
cent in 1860. 6 Legislators illustrated Texas' identification with other Southern
states by resolving in 1850 that Texas' interests were the same as those of the rest
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of the South, and that slavery was to be defended.'
Because of the pro-Southern bias, most Texans found the American Party
suspect from the beginning, the party having been born in a spasm of
sectionalism. At the first national Know-Nothing convention, meeting in
Philadelphia in 1855, a number of delegates sought to minimize sectional
differences and unify the party by appealing to national interests. But when the
convention adopted a. section denying Congress the authority to consider
legislation affecting slavery, Northerners reacted heatedly. R The Know-Nothing
governor of Massachusetts, attending the convention, denounced the section as
unacceptable and went home. Fifty·three delegates representing twelve
Northern states withdrew and met separately.9 One of the delegations, New
Hampshire's, adopted a resolution typical of Northern Know-Nothings.
Contending that slavery was not national, but sectional-not permanent, but
temporary-the anti-slavers criticized the Kansas.-Nebraska Act and the
Fugitive Slave Law as unconstitutional, pled for the re-institution of the
Missouri Compromise, and vowed refusal to consent to the admission of slavery
into any area protected by the Compromise of 1820. 10
The sectionalism of Northern Know-Nothings led Texas' Democratic
editors to publish numerous articles condemning the fusion of Northern
Know-Nothings with abolitionists. East Texas papers such as the Marshall
Texas Republican, the Clarksville Standard, the Tyler Reporter, and the Dallas
Herald reduced issues to simple terms; abolitionists, freesoilers, and
Know-Nothings of the North opposed national men of all parties and states. l1
Know-Nothingism had spread in the South, Democrats stated, because of the
promise to reduce sectionalism. But Know-Nothing actions contradicted
Know-Nothing aspirations. Clearly. Democrats argued, abolitionists were in
power throughout the North. seemingly with Know-Nothing consent, and
Americanism was merely an attempt to surrender the South t() anti·slavers. 12
Where Know-Nothings had been successful in the North, the "rankest sort
of abolitionism" had been placed "by the side of the rankest sort of
Know-Nothingism." In Pennsylvania, Know-Nothings had helped elect a
free-soil governor; in Massachusetts, a Know·Nothing governor had been
ejected who pledged to oppose "in public or private life the aggression of
slavery ... so long as I live." William H. Seward, an outspoken New York
abolitionist. had won office by KnOW-Nothing votes. In Rhode Island,
Democrats had been defeated by a combination of Know- Nothings and' 'nigger
worshippers. "13 By concluding that abolitionists had gained leadership of
Know-Nothing councils, by showing that the greatest Know-Nothing victories
had occurred in centers of Northern abolitionism, 14 by linking inextricably
abolitionist and Know-Nothing, Democratic editors in east Texas helped create
- an image of the American Party as a party dominated by anti-slavery extremists,
an accusation contributing prominently to the party's defeat.
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Know-Nothings was of greatest importance, The presence of three Democrats
in the contest would insure Know-Nothing victory. lS in discussing the election,
the editor of the Marshall Texas Republican, R. W. Loughery, who had once
defended his stauch] y Democratic journal by writing that a newspaper without
politics was a "perfectly wishy washy affair. devoid of interest or merit,"
illustrated the ejection's sectional nature by writing that Ward would give no
comfort to abolitionists or freesoilers and would support the South when the
"hour of resistance" came. Hi
The,same attitude motivating Chilton and Mills was evident in the actions of
Democratic candidates for state offices. In the gubernatorial election. M. T.
Johnson, of Tarrant County, announced as a candidate in opposition to E. M.
Pease, the convention-selected candidate, When D. C. Dickson entered the race
as the Know-Nothing nominee,17 Johnson earned official thanks from the
Democrats by withdrawing from the campaign. 1M Even though Pea~e held views
on state policies objectionabl e to perhaps a majority of Democrats, spokesman
urged the electorate to unite in his support. When Pease won, Democratic
leaders applauded Texans for electing him, but admitted that his policies were
unpopular, 19 In referring to Pease's victory, Loughery wrote that three-fourths
ofthe voters had disagreed with his views, but, nevertheless, had voted for him.
The election had gone beyond state issues, Loughery said, being linked to larger
Southern issues. 2o
As the presidential election of 1856 neared, Democrats continued to
emphasize the abolitionism of Northern Know-Nothings. Abolitionism was the
only issue, Democrats warned, and an abolitionized Northern group of
Know-Nothings endangered the South. 21 Attacks against the Know-Nothing
presidential candidate, Millard Fillmore. labeled him an opponent of the South,
Texas Democrats condemned Fillmore as a candidate whose stand on slavery
left him suspect and not worthy 0[22 Fillmore, Democrats stressed, had opposed
the Missouri Compromise. had not supported the Kansas-Nebraska Act, c:md
approved squatter sovereignty,23 As the clincher, editors, including R. W.
Loughery, published an 1838 letter written by Fillmore which gave his responses to questions asked by an.anti-slave society in Pennsylvania. He had
given affirmative answers to fOUf questions: 24
I. Should petitions about slavery be read and considered in Congress?
2. Did he oppose the annexation of Texas as long as it was slave?
3, Should Congrells abolish slave trade between states?
4. Should slavery be abolished in the District of Columbia?
Texas voters defeated Fillmore by a two-to-one margin. He was denied a
single county in the east, and failed to carry Austin or San Antonio in the west,
previously centers of Know-Nothing power. 25 In Harrison County, center of
Know-Nothing power in the east, Democrats won the county by 60 votes, after
having been defeated by 250 votes in 1855, Thus it was that the Know-Nothings
passed from the promise of 1855 to the repudiation of 1856. 26 In the state
elections of 1855. Know-Nothings had been well-known and honorable Texans
who were able to capitalize on personal reputation, But in the presidential
election, the emphasis was on national candidates reflecting party images. By
divorcing the election from person popularity, issues had regained importance,
The Know-Nothing Party represented equivocation in the face of Northern
attack against Southern institutions. In contrast. the Democrats seemed to
speak sternly for an inviolate South.
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An important reason for the rapid defeat of the American Party in East
Texas, as in all of Texas, was that Know-Nothings seemed to be Southerners
first and Know-Nothings second. Although the National Know-Nothing
Platform of 1855 bragged that the party was national, 27 the immediate splitting
into Northern and Southern factions made the statement false. As an observer of
the 1855 convention had correctly noted, the party was destined to .split upon
the rock of slavery. "2fl
The stout stand Southern Know-Nothings took for their section gave
special meaning even to opposition to immigration, as immigrants shunned the
rural South for the industrial North. The growing superiority in" population of the
free states because of inpourings of foreigners was of concern to Southerners
who recognized that immigrants added to abolitionist forces. A Know.Nothing
editor wrote in 1855 that the rights of the slave states could be guaranteed only
"when the deadliest enemy the Sou th has, foreign immigrants at the ballot box,
have been curbed ... they despise the slaveholders." Continuing, the writer
warned that immigrants almost invaribly settled in the North, increasing
Northern representation in Congress. 29 Aware of the dwindling power of the
Southern states, a number of Southern delegates to the National Know-Nothing
Convention of 1856 withdrew when Northerners, having gained control of the
convention, voted to change the pro-Southern twelfth section of the platform.
One Southern group severed connection with the "abolitionist" national
organization. ~o
In their defense of the South, Texas Know-Nothings found much common
ground with Democratic opponents. A study of fifty-six Know-Nothing leaders
shows that 89.3 per cent were Southern born, and that 57.4 per cent owned
slaves. 31 A Know-Nothing legislator from Harrison County, A. D. Burress,
exemplified the pro-Southern convictions of many Know-Nothing leaders by
introducing to the legislature seated in 1855 a resolution censuring a fellow
representative for making a speech favorable tofree-soilers. 32 The pro~Southern
convictions of Texas Know-Nothings was made evident in their 1856 platform.
Like the Democrats and in language only slightly less aggressive,
Know-Nothings fully endorsed Southern views. The platform advocated strict
construction of the Constitution and called for limited power of the federal
government. In addition, the platform denounced "higher law" doctrines and
defended slavery against federal intervention. 33

'\

Attempting to suppress the rift between unionists and states' righters,
delegates to the convention determined to make nativism the main issue. Trying
to avoid sectional topics, Know-Nothings demanded a twenty-one year
naturalization period for immigrants. 34 Officially, the party was presented as a
nativistic organization openly protecting Southern institutions while seeking to
minimize sectionalism. But the strong identification of Texas Know-Nothings
with the South made nativism weak cement for holding the party together. All
across the state Know-Nothings rushed into the Democratic party, citing as the
reason the abolitionism of Northern Know-Nothings and the need for Southern
unity.35 A favorite technique of Democratic editors was to publish letters from
ex-Know-Nothings expressing disillusionment with the party. The letters,
usually containing several signatures, had the same theme: Know-Nothings,
deserting nativism, were warring against the South and the Democratic party. 38
Democratic meetings in Marshall were enlivened by former Know-Nothings
who had become dissatisfied with the American Party because of the
abolitionism of the Northern wing, feared as openly hostile to the South. 31
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In an act illustrative of what was happening, J. S. Ford, editor of the Texas
State Times, the leading Know- Nothng newspaper, announced in 1857 that duty
to the Suuth had forced his withdrawal from the Know-Nothings and
reaffiliation with the Democrats. 38 W, B. Ochiltree. Know-Nothing champion
and former Whig gubernatoriaJ candidate, stunned the Americans by supporting
the Democrats in the presidential election of 1856. Views against foreigners,
Ochiltree warned, should be disregarded in favor of views against abolitionists.
To Ochiltree, the real foe was "Black Republicanism."39
Like Ochiltree, other Whigs in the Know-Nothings placed a concern foe the
South and slavery over their role as members of the opposition to the
Democrats. Slaveholding states' rights Whigs, who had entered the
Know-Nothings because the party was the only alternative to the Democrats,
linked forces with Democrats in support of slavery. Clearly, sympathies lay with
the party taking the strongest pro-Southern stand. "'0 Speaking to the Democratic
convention of 1858, an ex- Whig from Fannin County said that he had changed
from liberal constructionalist to strict constructionalist. The struggle, he said,
was solely between the Democrats and the "Black Republicans. "41 Harrisoris
County's T. J. Jennings, who was defeated at the Democratic convention of 1856
in his attempt to gain the nomination to a second term as attorney general, is
another example of the movement from Whig to Know-Nothing to Democrat.
Actions such as that of Jennings fulfilled the Democratic prediction that many
Whigs would tind the Know-Nothings a "way station" to the Democrats,42
By withdrawmg from the Know-NothIngs, pro-~outherners in the party
fully answered the question of Charles De Morse, editor of the Clarksville
Standard. "Why .. , will persons professing loyalty to the South," De Morse
asked, "deliberately throwaway strength that may be essential to its safety?"43
Claiming loyalty to the South, many Texas Know-Nothings recognized that a
course similar to that of the Democrats would weaken Southern solidarity. The
effect of continued support of the American Party would bring disaster to the
South by splitting the conservative yote."'4 Speaking to the state Democratic
convention of 1858, the well-known Know-Nothing leader Hugh McLeod stated
that he had left the Know-Nothings because of the need for a united Texas and a
united South. 45o
The division of the Democrats into states' rights and unionist groups has
been frequently discussed, but the division of the Know-Nothings into union
and states' rights factions has been overlooked, Too often the Know-Nothings
are thought of as unionists or nativists only.46 True. some Southerners were
attracted by the unionism of the party. Certainly, however, not all
Know-Nothings were unionists. Men who had joined the party because of its
opposition to immigration were frequently sectionalists, believing that
immigrants increased abolitionist forces in the North. Nativism, then, was not
sufficient to unify groups split over such fundamental ideas as unionism and
states' rights.
Stripped of many members who had entered the party for reasons other than
unionism, the Americans were unable to organize in 1857. 47 Brought to
the smface by the Democratic attack against Northern abolitionism, proSouthern attitudes of both Democrdts and Know-Nothings needed only
direction to become a powerful political force. The unionism of Sam Houston,
once the "high priest" of Texas Know-Nothings, and his candidancy in the
election of 1857 provided the opportunity. 48
Many Texans considered Houston a traitor to the South, the list of his
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culpable actions including opposition to annexation, opposition to the Nashville
Convention, voting for the Wilmot Proviso; approval of abolitionists being
seated in the National Democratic Convention of 1848. and voting against the
Missouri Compromise and the Kansas·Nebraska Act. As proof of Houston's
error, Democratic papers pointed Qut that abolitionists praised him for his
actions. 49
.
Houston had stirred protests when he opposed the Kansas- Nebraska Act.
Charles De Morse, editor of the Clarksville Standard, declared that Houston
had "passed our limit of endurance" and would not longer be'supported. R. W.
Loughery staled flatly that Houston should be asked to resign, as he had for a
number of years run athwart Southern views. Houston's fol1owers were
"time~serving, miserably mean toadies." When Houston entered the
Know-Nothings, Lamar County Dem~ats passed a resolution "tendering our
congratulations ... on being rid of him." The Texas legislature joined the
anti-Houston outcry by denouncing Houston's vote on the'Kansas-Nebraska
Act.~o In their state platform of 18$6, Democrats spoke in opposition to
Houston's vote as "'not in accordance of the sentiments of the_Democracy of
Texas. "51 In the state Know-Nothing convention of 1856, a resolution
instructing the Texas delegation to th~ national convention to support Houston
for the presidential nomination was withdrawn after Hugh McLeod urged the
party to rid itself of Houston "as Jonah had been cast overboard. "~2 In a meeting
of Marshall Know-Nothings in 1857, a motion to support Houston for governor
met sharp opposition.s 3

,
;

Bro-Southern, anti-Houston feeting was given full expression by the
delegates to the state Democratic- convention of 1857, a convention
unhesitatingly and unequivocable embracing states' rights. Continuing to stir
the cauldron of pro-Southern preachings, the regular Democrats, by then
strongly reinforced by ex-Know-nothings, were unwilling to emphasize
controversial state issues. The platform committee refused to discuss state
policies in the party's platform. Specific views concerning the railroads and
other state topics, Democrats feared, would divide the party. The convention
concluded that the restrictive Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions had "binding
authority. "54 Thus the issues were drawn: unionism and the constitution as
expressed by Houston contested states' rights and the Virginia and Kentucky
Resolutions as proclaimed by the regular Democrats.
Though Houston abandoned nativist» and renounced Know-Nothingismin
1857, stating that Jacksonian Democracy was his only platform, his campaign
found little favor with an electorate whose thinking had been influenced by
warnings of collusion between Houston and Northern abolitionists. Editors and
speakers across the state ridiculed Houston for trying to base the election on
Houston or anti-Houston forces. The radical k T. Wigfall, for example, who
frequently debated Houston in East Texas, remarked in reply to Houston
Marshall that the election was neither a popularity contest nor a battle over state
issues~ but simply an approval or indictment of Houston's anit-Southern Senate
performance. 55

a.

On the ticket with Houston was the unionist L. D .. Evans, who had been
elected to Congress in 1855 as a Know-Nothing. Evans argued that the regular
Democrats were extremists and disunionists. 56 His opponent, the
highly-respected John H. Reagan, later to become postmastet-general of the
Confederacy. was a states' righter whose reasoned arguments lacked the fire of
Wigfall's, but strictly adhered to the position of the regular Democrats. Shying
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away from denunciations of men, Reagan dealt with principles ..As a states'
righter, he opposed lhe federalism of Whigs and Know-Nothings.
Acknowledging the right of secession, he recognized that it would be
accompanied by violence. Admitting "great respect" for Houston's character
and "distinguishedpublic service," Reagan argued against his political views. 57
Texans listened. Despite a mid-1850s drop in the- number of immigrants
entering Texas,58 the vote in the governor's race of 1857 showed the largest
percentage increase from one election to the next of the decade. Texans
abandoned the politics of state for the politics of section. soundly trouncing
Houston's Independent slate. Of the thirty-seven Eastern counties from which
returns are available, Houston carried only Angelina, Nacogdoches, Sabine,
Shelby, San Augustine, Jefferson, and Orange..~9 Significantly, Houston's
strength lay in the lightly populated lower East Texas counties where four
counties, in contrast to counties in upper East Texas. were decreasing in the
number of slaves because of the westward movement and the failure of
immigrants to settle in the lower section. 60 Unlike upper East Texas counties,
which contained many recently arrived pro-slavers from the lower South, the
typical citizen oflower East Texas was an older Texan who well remembered the
exploits of Houston during the war for Texas Independence. 61
Evans fared worse. In 1855 he had squeezed into Congress on a tiny
majority; in 1857 he was catapaulted out by an aroused electorate. Pulled along
by Houston, Evans won six counties, losing only San Augustine among the
seven counties Houston carried. 62 The Clarksville Messenger had written
Evan's political epitaph months earlier: 63
Alas, poor Lem'-here he lies,
No body laughs, no body cries,
Where he has gone, and how he fares,
No body knows. and no body cares.
In Harrison County, a Know-Nothing county in 1855, Democrats made a
clean sweep. One ofthe winners was L. T. Wigfall, who was elected to the state
senate. The results of the vote in Marshall showed crossing of party lines. While
the Know-Nothing nominees of Harrison County polled an average of212 votes,
Houston's state ticket polled an average of 247 votes. Evans, who had won
Harrison County in 1855, lost the county by forty votes. 64
With the victory of the regular Democrats, states' righters took control, not
to release it untH the Civil War reshaped Texas politics. The legislature seated in
1857 was ardently pro-Southern. After the suicide of T. J. Rusk and as an act of
censure to Houston, the 18571egisJature chose two United States Senators. J. P.
Henderson and John Hemphill, both states' righters, were selected to fill the
positions. The state Democratic convention of 1858 resolved that the governor,
the adamantly pro-Southern H. R. Runnels, of Bowie County, appoint delegates
to the Southern ConVention, a meeting dedicated to the "general welfare of the
institutions of the South." Acting on the resolution, Runnels, in a special
message to the legislature, stated that a refusal by Congress to admit Kansas as a
slave state would force the South to look to its own future security. By a
unanimous vote in the legislature and a twenty-three to five vote in the senate,
the governor assumed power to appoint delegates to attend any convention
designed to protect the South. An additional resolution gave the governor the
authority to call a special legislative session in order for Texas to act alone.
Texas was pursuing a hard pro-Southern course, and "secession became a live
topic of discussion:'6s
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Though the unionist Houston defeated the states' righter Runnels in 1859.
the victory was a personal one and not a mandate for a backing-off from the
brewing sectional clash. The sectionalist ardor of the new legislature was not
lessened. When J. P. Henderson died, the legislature selected the volcanic L. T.
Wigfall, who in the election of 1857 had "endeared himself to the Democracy"
through his debates with Houston, as the new Senator. 66 During the Democratic
convention of 1859, delegates had proposed the acquisition of Cuba asa way to
extend slavery.
Ironically, the effect of the American Party was to increase sectionalism.
though the party's state platform of 1856 called sectionalism the greatest threat
tathe union. 67 In East Texas, as in the entire state, the Know-Nothing challenge
had produced a swift and vigorous response. First, Democratic editors such as
R. W. Loughery and Charles De Morse constantly emphasized the fusion of
Northern Know-Nothings with abolitionists, urging Texas Know-Nothings to
break away from a party dominated by anti-slavers; second, Democrats began
organizing, developing the convention system of selecting candidates; third,
Democratic politicians suspended personal ambitions and worked for the
victory of convention-selected candidates, as shown by the actions of George
Chilton, John T. Mills, and M. T. Johnson in the 1855 election-men who
withdrew from candidancy so that the Democratic vote might not be split;
fourth, Democrats ignored state issues and emphasized sectional topics, as
shown by the state platform of 1857; fifth, large number of Know-Nothings left
the party, joining with the regular Democrats; sixth, strong leaders-Wigfall,
Reagan, RunnelS--emerged from among the states' rights Democrats; and.
seventh, in unprecedented turnout, voters decisively defeated the forces of
unionism in 1857 and set Texas solidly among other Southern states. The
significance of the American Party does not lie in its own actions or motives, but
in the powerful reaction to it, climaxing in clamorous attack, exaggerated
sectionalism, and forceful, conservative leadership.
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A MIRROR'S IMAGE:
ANTI-POPULIST SENTIMENT IN TEXAS·
A SAMPLING OF BUSINESS ATTITUDES
by E. James Hindman

"Raise less corn and more Hd/." So exhorted Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease.
Not only did many farmers do so. but a later generation of writers, investigating
the meaning of Populism, found less consensus and more disagreement over
their findings than previous scholars thought the Populist movement capable of
producing.·
The historiography of Populism is. by now. well-advanced. Even at the
undergraduate level many students are quite familiar with the debates which
raged over this SUbject in the last two decades. I In these exchanges. a pattern
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developed. Accusations levied at the Populists engendered a
defense-challenge-response. action-reaction. Either the Populists were guilty.
or they were innocent of multitudinous charges. In the course of these
intellectual jousts. little attention has been devoted to an analysis of
anti-Populist views. although the political opposition to Populism has been
discussed in several state studies.
This inquiry presents a partial, preliminary discussion of the thoughts.
feelings. responses. and emotions of anti-Populist businessmen in Texas. In
doing this. a fuller understanding of the period can be obtained. The Hill and
Webb Land and Cattle Company of Albany. Texas. is used as the control, with
suggestive evidence offered from other Texas businessmen to indicate that the
Albany firm's partners did not reflect isolated. crankish attitudes. but rather
represented a cross-section of conservative business sentiment. This study casts
light on the following facets of the historiographical debate: Those aspects of the
Omaha Platform dealing with land and currency reform. the practical
implementation of the Platform's principles, the achknowledged radicalism of
the Populists by their opponents. the abandonment of political party allegiances.
the desperate search for panaceas. and the myth-holding of the anti-Populists.
Louis H. Hill and Sam Webb. owners of the Albany Company, left
extensive business records (1883-1945), dealing with a wide range ortopies. This
investigation focuses on the 1890-96 period. Webb handled the majority of the
correspondence; and, because of his intense interest in politics-he was a
delegate to the State Democratic Convention and a member of the Texas
Legislature-the Hill and Webb papers comment fully on the political and
economic issues of the day. Webb communicated frequently with such
important Texans as Richard Coke, former governor and senator, Colonel
Edward M. House, a childhood friend, campaign manager for Texas
gubernatorial candidates. and later presidential confidant. W. L. McGaughey,
member ofthe Texas Legislature and Commissioner ofthe General Land Office,
and Charles A. Culberson, destined to serve as governor and senator.
A backdrop ofacute economic upheaval accounted for the Populist revolt in
Texas. Several factors explain the agrarian distress-drought, poor crops, low
prices. and tight money. A chronic problem facing Texans-both large and small
enterprises, farmer and non·farmer-was the scarcity of money. This partially
explains the Populist demand for the free coinage of silver, although not all
E. James Hindman is Director of the Division of Social Sciences, Sui Ross State
University, Alpine.
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Texans suffering from currency shortages joined the People's Party.
The monetary crisis severely affected Hill and Webb's business. Hill wrote:
it will be impossible to make a loan on your property here. Money is
tighter here than it has ever been known before and it is impossible to
borrow a dollar on any kind of security. Loan and mortgage companies
will not loan on town property. so the only kind of money that can be
borrowed on this kind of collateral would be from private individuals.
and at present. we know of no one .. , who has $400.00 they could
spare. OUf bank is not loaning a dollar now.l!
With increased currency constriction, new pressures bore on Hill and Webb.
Acting as agents for out-of~state banks. mortgage, and loan companies, the
situation caused land sales to decline drastically. spawning inquiries into why
one or another company's land was stagnant. Writing the Louisville Banking
Company. Webb blamed the financial crisis. He maintained that "very little
property had changed hands anywhere in Texas. No money. cotton low. Stock
worth hardly nothing.":} By the following summer, matters had worsened
prompting Webb to despair:
We have never seen anything like it here or anywhere else, and when we
tell you that <I man cannot raise adollaron Cattle. Horses. Sheep, Land,
Personal Security. or on United States Bonds. you will understand the
true situation. We have $50,000.00 in United States Bonds that we want
to pledge for $250.0o-can you let us have it? There is not a man,
woman, or child in this country that can raise $ lOO.OOtoday, and all have
taken a back seat. and are now discussing the millenium-and free
silver. 4

To Judge J. R. Fleming of San Antonio. Webb decried that "never in my life
have I seen anything like it-the panic of 1873 was a pic-nic compared to it. "5lf
the money situation affected the large operators so critically, is it surprising that
the "little people" suffered so drastically?
Consequently, more and more Texans could not pay their lease charges,
which disturbed the Albany firm. Webb frequently attempted to intervene and
prevent foreclosures. appealing to other companies tojoin hini, He believed that
survival required "Debtor and Creditor to bear with each other until the mist is
raised, which will certainly be to the best interest to both."6
Notwithstanding the complexity of the financial crisis, Hill and Webb
supported a simplistic explanation for the depression in Texas. To them. the
culprit was Governor James Hogg. Hogg. while n6t a Populist, had been elected
with strong agrarian support. Webb asserted that "Hog" lay at the foot of the
problem. and that ifhe won the election (1892) "the future isjust as gloomy as
the past two years.'" Blaming Hogg for the economic dislocation is
commonplace in Hill and Webb's correspondence.!!
By the summer of 1892. Texas Populists began implementing certain
aspects of their program. By examining their actions. one can understand how
parts of the Third Party platform came to affect citizens in their everyday living;
it removes the Populist credo from a theoretical and abstract analysis and places
it into the realm of practical experience. By sodDing. it is possible to explain and
demonstrate the bitter reaction to Populism and the development of an
anti-People's Party faction. This is what happened in the case of Hill and Webb.
An example of Populism-in-action had to do with the plank in the Omaha
Platform dealing with land. Accordingly:
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The land, including all the natural sources of wealth, is the heritage of
the people. and should not be monopolized for speculative purposes.
and alien ownership of land should be prohibited. All land now held by
railroads and other corporations in excess of their actual needs. and all
lands now owned by aliens, should be reclaimed by the government and
held for actual setters only.'

Populists viewed the contemporary system of land ownership as inequitable,
believing that each individual had, as a natural right, claim to enough land to
make a sufficient living. Furthermore. the Government's duty lay in assuring the
farmer's right to purchase necessary land at a reasonable price. In Texas the
Populists argued that the remaining public lands, and any that cGYld be
recovered, be reserved as homesteads; that grantees not complying with the
terms of their state grant forfeit their holdings for homestead purposes; that
corporations be allowed to own only as much land as required to pursue their
business; and that alien land ownership be banned. 10
One example of the practical implementation of this plank occurred in the
actions of the Populist Party in Shackelford County, Texas. Prior to the Populist
passage of a land program, Hill and Webb had demonstrated no antipahty
towards the People's Party movement. However, their Albany firm acted as
middleman for many non·resident land owners, people who appeared as alien
speculators t.o agrarian-minded Texans,
In an attempt to force non-resident land holders to pay their share of the
taxes, the Board of Equalization in Shackelford County raised the assessment of
land valuations. This maneuver affected the Phillips Investment Company of
Kansas City, one of Hill and Webb's clients, The President of the company
wanted his land assessment lowered. I I A similar situation faced a Louisville,
Kentucky, client, Hill and Webb succeeded in lowering the rates for all of their
clients and in the Kentucky case specifically. had the assessment reduced from
almost $5.00 per acre to $3.50." Such developments, added to the fact that
n'on-residents thought to be land speculators owned much of this land, caused
growing animosities.
The strained feelings over land disputes intensified by December 1892.
Webb wrote to Texas Land Commissioner. W, L. McGaughey. complaining of
"Land Aggitators" attempting "to jump" his clients' land. Webb declared that
the property had been purchased correctly under the Land B-oard Act of 1883.
and that there had been no previous questioning of the land title's validity,
The"Schemers," Webb asserted, maintained that the Texas Land Office had
ruled that proper title had never been gained. Webb appealed to McGaughey,
fearing than an error had been made, informing him that the "Schemers" were
the
'Great Third Party Leaders' in this country, and they were very eager in
their efforts to destroy the present Administration, and now since they
have been so badly beaten, and have no chance to parade their views
before the public, they have 'switched off' on something else, and they
are airing themselves on the Land Title question.
Webb named the chief instigator of the trouble as
the Third Party leader in this county lW. H, Pritcnard] ... He is
continually doing all in his power to make the Poor man think that the
man who has a little more of this world's goods than he has should divide
with him, and he is doing all in his power, at all times, to make trouble in
the community. backed by designing parties here. 13
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The controversy spread to other land titles. Webb identified the leaders of this
"designing" group as W. H. Pritchard and J. M. Elliott. members of the
Shackelford County People's Party.14
Next. Webb protested to Charles A. Culberson, the Texas Attorney
General. He accused the culprits. having been defeated at the polls. of simply
attempting to remain in the spotlight. Furthermore, according to Webb. those
people intended to cause trouble for the "good Citizens" of the community,
"who by hard and industrious work have accumulated a little more of this
world's goods than the Communistic Element believe they should."t5 Webb
submitted that, in reality, Pritchard was a land speculator and ought not be given
a chance to purchase the property in question. In fact. Webb's displeasure with
Texas Populists over land problems led him into a general condemnation of
Pritchard, who, Webb claimed, had
bmnched out as a great Farmer's alliance Leader, and he went about the
country preaching the 'rich man against the poor.' Very soon the Third
Party doctrine struck him as amazingly deep and worthy of his great
brain, and he ws the 'great Mogul' in this country during the last election
in trying to defeat Governor Hogg, and the rest of the State ticket. 16
Before the emergence ofthe Populist Party, previous examples of equating
the agrarian movement with "Communists," similar to Webb's statements, had
existed. In 1884 a state senator from South Texas wrote a friend that "nothing
could surprise a man of your conservative mind, more than to see the
communistic and agrarian feeling that prevails here in Legislative circles."
During the 1890 election, Houston District Court Judge Gustave Cook decried of
"communistic and agrarian rapacity ... 17 B. B. Paddock-banker. former
mayor of Fort Worth. editor of the Fort Worth Gazette, and life-long
Democrat-commenting on the 1892 election, wrote "the present is the death
struggle in Texas between the people and the communists represented by
Hogg."lfl
Webb again complained to W. L. McGaughey of the "AGGITATORS."
Questioning of land titles. he asserted, represented a device to keep the third
party leaders in the public's eye until the next election. 19 Webb echoed those
sentiments to John F. Sedwick, ably demonstrating his attitude toward the
Populists. Webb reported that "the Rev. Mr. Fife Squatted on one of Reynold
Bros. Surveys. All of them are Third Party Anarchists. and they are a curse to
any community." Reynolds was "having the Preacher put off his land,"
according to Webb, "and the property owners are working hand in hand in
putting down the Communistic element .... No man is safe as long as such
damned .H·olllHIrds arc among us. "20
The attitude of the Albany partners towards the alleged Populist disrespect
for law and order found camparable sentiments voiced at a Democratic rally
speech by Henry M. Furman:
The Populists. with few exceptions, are the same old crowd. from
Weaver down. who have been abusing and fighting Democracy, under
first one name and then another ... for the last fifteen years. , . Call
the roll and you will see that this is the same old crowd who constituted
the Greenback Party. They were just as loud mouthed then as they are
now. They were just as sure then that they had a patent cure for public
ills as they are now. . They never stop to discuss the constitutionality
of any of their proposed measures. A little thing like the constitution is
nothing to them. 21
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The supposed Populist disregard for land titles and other statutes did not
comprise the entire controversy. Further friction arose when Shackelford
County bililt roads through property owned by clients of Hill and Webb. The
Albany firm. after completion of the roads. submitted claims for damages. What
transpired reinforced the Albany partners' fears. Webb explained:
We put in a claim for damages for a first class road running over your
survey No. 3021. for $600.00. and the magnanimous Jury of View
allowed the sun of $50.00 which is an outrage and shame. Some of the
Communistic Element seem to think that it is right to confiscate the land
of the non-resident owners of land. and that they have no rights
whatever. There were several 'Third Party' men on the Jury, and we
Know their sentiments. 22
The executor of the T. E. Wilson Estate in Louisville. Kentucky. received a
similar letter. In his case, Webb had asked for $400 in damages. but the Jury
refused any compensation. Again, he described this action as the result of the
"Communistic Element" of the "Third Party. "23 Likewise. he wrote to Nancy
H. Kendrick of Mississippi that the "Communistic Element" had awarded her
only $200 ofa requested $600." Finally. Webb submitted $250 foranother client.
but received nothing. 2" Did the Populists become scapegoats to explain Hill and
Webb's lack of success in representing some out-of-state land owners?
This litigation suggests a further indication of the desire and intention of
Texas Populists to enforce the Omaha plank dealing with alien land
ownership-alicn meaning non-Texas residents. The People's Party of
Shackelford County polled a greater number of votes than their opponents in the
1896 election. 26 Therefore, the Jury of View probably did contain Populists.
Several other incidents contributed to the bitterness harbored by conservatives.
Another antagonizing factor arose in late 1895. when the Grand Jury
charged Milford Durham with illegally cutting timber on someone else's land.
Protesting to the Land Commissioner. Webb asserted that Durham's deeds fit
into a larger movement which was "simply trying, through some one or two
Populists (Communists) here. to over run law.-order. and the rights of others,
and if this thing is allowed to preceed fsic]. where will it end?Anarchy will be the
result. "2,
Having formed concrete opinions about the People's Party and
demonstrating an outspoken opposition to its beliefs, the partners commented to
an Austin firm:
We have some of the be~t people in the world-some of the best farmers.
but we also have a 'Communistic Element.' that want to tear down and
do nothing but 'damn the monied men' all the time!! They seem to think
that the world was created for their special benefit alone. and they are a
curse to any community, and ought to be banished.2~
Webb resumed his attack by writing that the Populists firmly believed
or pretend to believe, that the rich man-the man who has worked hard
with his brain to accumulate some of this world's goods. should divide
up with those who are enemies to society-those who believe in getting
something for nothing-who believe that the world owes them a living. 2 !J
This statement represents an interesting reversal of Populist views about
capitalists.
Although the land controversies represented the prime divisive factor
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between these Texas Democrats and Populists, it did not comprise the sole
reason for antipathy. The silver question created a second issue of contention.
As the Panic of 1893 deepened, the silver debate came increasingly to the
forefront. Hill and Webb desired the Sherman Silver Act's repeal. With Grover
Cleveland. they firmly believed that the single obstacle standing between
America and prosperity was that hated piece of legislation. Vividly describing
their feelings. they predicted that the "financial flurry would soon be over, and
as the feeling is almost universal that Congress will right matters. better times
will be certain to come. if they repeal the Sherman Act. "30 The Albany partners
lectured:
[We] are glad to note that you Ian Alabama acquaintance] are on the
right side-opposed to the free Silver craze. We are satisfied that you
are too gpod a Democrat to be otherwise than with Cleveland-the
grandest man of the 19th Century. We are all crawling here, and when
the Sherman Act is repealed without a crazy silver runner attached to
same. we expect to see prosperous times. 31
Although Hill and Webb bitterly opposed the Sherman Act. many
Shackelford County residents did not. People interested in saving the Act met at
the Albany Courthouse on August 19. 1893. agre,eing to instruct their
congressmen to vote against repeal. Hill and Webb. on behalf of numerous other
gold-Democrats. scnt letters to Representative J. V. Cockrell and to Senator
Roger Q. Mills, attempting to persuade Cockrell and Mills to ignore the Albany
proceedings. In fact. Webb despaired that "there was no question but that a
large number of them are members of the Third Party, and some of the
Democrats say that it is a regular Third Party Meeting." He asserted that the
meeting did not represent a true cross-section of the county's feelings. 32 In
increasing apprehension over growing third party influence, Webb wrote the
editor of the /)(//I(/S Mornil1f.{ Nell'S saying:
Permit us to say that a MAJORITY of this place are much pleased with
the stand you have taken in the support of Cleveland and his financial
policy. and you can hear praises on all sides. Only a very few
DEMOCRATS have joined the Third Party in their efforts to hreak
Cleveland down. We predict that within the next two years that the
'Free Silver Craze' will take its place along with the 'Greenb'H.:k
Craze. ·.~3
Congress' repeal of the Sherman Act relieved the Albany partners. allowing
them to believe that prosperity would quickly return, and that the silver question
had been buried.:J~ When this did not occur. Webb's attacks intensified. Writing
Land Commissioner A. J. Baker. he said. "the Silver Crazers carried this county
today. by a large m.ajority!! All the candidates for the Lunatic Asylum have not
yet been received at Austin-another.Asylum will have to be established here!!
God save the country!"3·;And. to another correspondent. Webb wrote. "say.
are you not on the-wrong track on Silver? We hear that you are one of the poor
Silver Crazers-one ofthosedduded pittijitl specimens oflumwl1it" that should
.
receive the sympathy of all!!":H;
By late 1894, Webb's disenchantment with his life-long political party~the
Democracy-seemed complete. He explained that the Democrats had a "bad
case of crump colic," He would not "cry if the Republican party went into
power ... When the communistic element-the Populist Party-attempt to
gain control, then we think it time for all good Democrats and Republicans to
combine and put them down." Webb found some solace, however, in his
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optimistic conclusion: "Such an element should NEVER be allowed to gain
control of any Government and this grand Country will never permit it. "37 Webb
believed that many Texas Democrats felt similarly. He asserted, "we are

Democrats. but are Ch>veland Democrats, and you would be surprised at the

•

large number of Democrats who are going to vote for MCKinley this fall in this
State-they are legion!!"3~ Webb's prediction had some validity. Other Texas
Democratic businessmen found themselves reaching identical conclusions.

Democrat Alexander Gilmer, an East Texas lumberman, urged his acquaintances to campaign unstintingly if they expected to elect McKinley. Gilmer
promised to do everything he could for the Republican candidate and declared that "it stands in hand for every man to be a committee of one to make
converts. ",~!l

•

!

Even though Webb and some of his associates contemplated leaving the
Democratic Party on the national level, and voting for McKinley, they
entertained no such considerations at the state level, Several reasons explain
this. As a delegate to the Texas Democratic Convention, Webb did not want to
forfeit his position, Concern with maintaining the one-party system in tact
comprised another factor. 4o Also, Webb hoped to prevent the Populists from
controlling the Texas Democratic Party. In February 18% Webb informed
Governor Charles A. Culberson that he had the Albany firm's support for
re-election "first, last and all the time." Webb preferred the Governor, even
though he and Culberson held •'radically" different views on the silver question.
In describing the political atmosphere in the Albany area, Webb wrote:
There is going to be quite a contest between the 'Communistic element'
and those who believe in law and order-between Populists and
Democrats, with the latter in the lead. The subject uppermost in the
minds of the Populists is OFFICE. I think that very nearly every 'Pop' in
the country wants an office ... 41

"

•

Again. the quote represents a reversal of Populist views of their political foes. At
the State Convention, demonstrating his loyalty. Webb voted for the
Democratic candidate for State Treasurer. W. B. Wortham, Webb asserted to
Wortham that he would "not permit himself to take a stand against such as YOU
[Wortham]. even if you are a poor deluded Silver Crazerl"42
Hill and Webb remained firm in their decision to support William McKinley
in 18%, as did many other sound-money Democrats, when the Democratic
National Convention nominated William Jennings Bryan and fusion resulted
with the Populists. Webb decried to a friend that "Populist Bryan. has
hypnotized a fell' of you ... as he did in the Convention. but mark the
prediction the American people are too intelligent to permit the Anarchist
element to rule their great country."43 When asked to describe the political
situation in Texas. Webb lamented that "of course in this southern country
Bryan and Anarchism are in the majority, .. ,"44 [n making the preceding
statement, Webb voiced no isolated belief. The FI Paso Tribune editorialized
similar thoughts:
The people of the United States will not permit an upstart like Bryan to
become President. . Neitheranarchy nor communism are sufficiently
strong enough ... to carry the day, and hence there will be no danger of
that populist, that enemy to a staunch and stable government ever
getting into the presidential chair. The people are woo wise and love
their country too ardently to permit such a thing. 4.'\
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Alexander Gilmer espoused similar beliefs. "I have left the democrat IsicE
party," Gilmer asserted. "as the [sh'] want to bring down our glorious country
on a level [sic] with Mexico and instead ofbeing a progressive Nation we will be
a nation of Tramps ... I see no hope for the country without McKinley &
Hobart is Isic J elected. "46
Webb believed that traditional Democratic values had been subverted. The
Chicago Platform did not represent "true Democracy." The Silver panacea,
occupying so prominent a position in that platform. would "curse" the country,
damaging both commerce and labor. Still, Webb believed that Texas would go
for Bryan "beyond a douht."-a fact so sobering as to cause this respected
businessman to declare that "we have too many elections-they are a curse to
the country. We ought to have an election every TEN years-not oftener!!"47
In explaining his opposition to Bryan. Webb used tactics somewhat similar
to employers who coerced their employees into voting for McKinley. Although.
it must be asserted. Webb's efforts were far less ruthless than some
industrialists'.4H Webb told his clients that prosperity and economic well-being
depended upon Bryan's defeat. To Webb, McKinley's election became a
panacea, guaranteeing instant prosperity. He repeated those feelings frequently.
In one note. he maintained that "if the country elects Bryan, you need not
expect to get ON E cent an acre for the lease of your lands, and all will be thrown
Up!"49 In letters to the Louisville Trust Company, Thomas A. Lewis of Los
Angeles, and the Franco-Texas Land Company, Webb reported "good rains,
and now if the free silver heresy is snowed under, the country will be safe."511
Another letter predicted that Bryan's defeat would make 1897 the most
prosperous year in almost two decades. but, it forecast ominously, if ''free silver
predominates, we do not believe lands in this country will sell for twenty-five
cents an acre in the next ten years. ":;1 Similarly, a McKinley defeat, in the midst
of the depression. meant that "the country would go to HELL!!!"52 Finally,
corresponding with Colonel A. V. Carter, the Albany businessman explained
that "cattle are fine this year. and as soon as McKinley is elected, 10,000 pound
steers will sell for 41;2 cents-mark it!! ... We are no silver 16 to 1 Damn
Fools-are you?' '.~3

"

,

Describing what McKinley's election would mean, Webb forecast that "if
sound money prevails, we will begin to regain our lost ground immediately after
the election.' '54 To another associate. he predicted an upswing and the
beginnings of better times the very minute news arrived of McKinley's
victory_55
Webb did not stand alone in such beliefs. The vision of an economic
panacea had other Texas adherants. The Bl'cviIJe Bee, an anti-Populist

newspaper. printed the following:
... When this agitation ... dies out. business will be better and
we will see every state west of the Mississippi prosper as never before,
and this prosperity is going to be on a better and stronger
basis ... When I look back over the experiences of the last seven
years, I shutter and my hair stands on end. yet I never forget the fact that
the future is going to bring us a better condition of things. 56
Likewise, Alexander Gilmer wrote to a Louisianaacquaintance that "ifBryanis
elected I do not think it would pay you to run your timber as their [sic] would be
hard times until fsicl the money question is settled ... every civilized country
would point the finger of scorn at us and call us a nation of thieves traiters [sic]
and repudiators. ."57 Consequently, Gilmer wrote:

•
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... I have shut down my mill to protect those I am owing Isic] if
McKinley is elected times will change right away as the fsic] will faze
[sic I revenue to run the government _ .. When McKinley is elected I
expect to be able to pay you ... 5~

•

•

•

Finally. Gilmer predicted harder times, panic. and revolution. if Bryan won. 59
Did Gilmer intend this as election coercion, or was he seeking a scapegoat, not
being able to pay his debts?
As November approached, a similarity in thinking emerged between Webb
and Populist critics in other states. When William Allen White's tract, "What's
the Matter with Kansas," appeared in 1896, it represented a bitter attack upon
the People's Party. 60 Reprinted widely, it became effective propaganda for the
McKinley forces. Webb applauded the essay in a letter tothe editor of the Dallas
Mornin{? Nell's:
Quite a number of Sound Money Democrats were in consultation
this morning .. _and one of them ... exhibited the enclosed circular
styled,-'What's Wrong with Kansas?' And as the same is very
expressive and to the point-is applicable to Texas ... we ask that you
publish same. We believe that it will do good,oJ
Webb's elation proved boundless with McKinley's victory. It represented,
Webb remarked, the "grandest victory for Honesty and Integrity-the
upholding of a Nation's Honor, that has ever been known in the History of this
great country." It proved that the American people possessed too much
intelligence to be tricked by "a set of Politicians and their poor dupes, to fasten
upon them shackles worse than the most abject slavery."62 He compared the
triumph with that of the American Revolution. Bryan and his anarchist
colleagues, such as John Peter Altgeld, should never again have any hand in
shaping the political policy of America. In the flush of success, Webb exclaimed,
"Down with such men, say we!!1"63
The Dallas Morning NeB'S, wholeheartedly agreeing with Webb's
interpretation of McKinley's election, editorialized:
It means law. order, and peace ... It is the death blow to the riotous
scheme of conquest and spoilation upon which the desperate politicians
decided at Chicago to go before the country. The credit and honor of the
country must be protected. Property rights and contract rights must be
respected. The laws must be obeyed. 64
In retrospect, it is evident that Hill and Webb did not oppose all farmers.
They spent time and money in saving some from foreclosure. They
demonstrated, however, bitter opposition toward agrarians who joined the
People's Party-a party which they believed threatened society. Another
apparent characteristic is that contemporaries believed the Populists radical and
dangerous. Terms such as "communists." "anarchists," and "radicals,"
permeated the anti-Populist rhetoric. Furthermore, the Albany partners'
sentiment evinced traces of viewing the Populists as representing a conspiracy.
They alluded to "designing parties," intent upon destroying the governmentand
out to expropriate the property and goods of the "monied men." The
conspiratorial theme is present in many of the attacks upon the People's Party.
As early as July 1893, the anti-Populist Beeville Bee editorialized:
Populist orators and lecturers seem about as active now as during the
campai:~"'. With banks breaking and ageneral confusion in finances they
are crcatmg sentiment in favor of paternalism and communism. No
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better time could be selected for the promulgation of heresy among a
democratic people. To offset the influence of these professional
agitators, under the pay qf {l Jeerer organization, there are no
democratic speakers . . . When false doctrine stalks abroad,
unrebuked it is only natural it will gain adherents ... 6~

Likewise, Johnathan Lane, a Cleveland-Democrat, complained to the Dallas
Morning Neil's that "professional agitators have attempted and to s9me extent
have sllcceeded in arraying the masses against the classes, the poor against the
rich, the laborer against his employer, the country against the town ... "66
Finally, Alexander Gilmer demonstrated that the "Goldbugs" could be just as
conspiratorial-minded as the "Silverites." He complained:

,

We have too much class legislation ... It would be class legislation if
silver was made payable for all debts, in favor of the Mine Owners of the
world, especially the English mine owners, as they hold a large stock of
the mines in this country, Mexico, South America and Australia; they
own over half the silver mines in the-world.
Bryan is hoodwinking the dear people that he is going to down England;
she can pay him big to down her that way; there is always a wheel within
a wheel. The Demagogue is working for his own interest at the expense
of the dear people ...
We have too many agitators; too much corruption; too many changes
from bad to worse ...
A change from a gold to a silver basis would prolong the present hard
times, keep the laborer out of employment, ruin our manufacturing
industries and injure all kind of business, create a panic and possibly a
revolution. , .67
The anti-Populists believed that the People's Party was initiating class warefare
in American society-that the "poor people" were being encouraged to take
from those who had more than they deserved~
What conclusions can be drawn from this analysis of anti-Populist views?
The conservative nature of the anti.Populist sentiment emerged in viewing
Populism as an assault upon law, order, and the rights of others. And, to Third
Party foes. Populism represented an attempt by a few deluded politicians to gain
office.
The economic aspects of the anti-Populist attitude are clearly identifiable.
Populism's opponents accused the party of kinship to the Greenback Party, or in
other words. of grasping for economic panaceas. However, conservative,
gold-Democrats believed in economic panaceas themselves-repeal of the
Sherman Silver Act and William McKinley's election. among others. 68
Therefore. was it surprising or unusual that the most severely depressed
economic segment of the population-the Populists-should search for
economic palliatives? Also. the land controversy caused by the Omaha
Platform. and particularly the efforts of some Texas Populists to implement it,
clearly illustrates the economic antipahty that developed among opponents to
the People's Party,
The Populists have been belittled for believing in myths-particularly the
agrarian myth or myth of the "happy yeoman." Whether or not the Populists
were guilty of these charges is irrelevant to this paper. What does seem
pertinent. however, is the myth-holding ofthe anti-Populists. For, after all, this
element described certain "designing" factions intent upon robbing the
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"monied men" of their ju~t rewards. When Webb and others related how the
monied men had achieved success-through the hard wark of their brain-they,
too. relied upon a myth, In this case, the myth of the self-made man, an idea as .
ubiguitous in American history as any other. 6 !l
Several other points can be raised. First. the Populist movement's
radicalism generated real fear on the local level- leading to speculation of
impending revolution. These findings contradict those writers who have
denigrated Populist radicalism. The anti-Populists believed their foes radical and
acted upon those fears. The belief, rather than reality. is all important. Also.
Walter LaFeber's arguments in The Nell' Empil'e 70 positing the theory that the
threat of domestic violence led American businessmen to look outward, is
substantiated to the point that Texas businessmen did discern revolutionary
feeling in America's domestic turmoil.
Also, this essay contradicts those writers who have downgraded
Populism's radicalism by arguing that the Populist Party was synonumous with
free silver-How could a movement truly be radical if that represented the
extent of its goals? Clearly. by examining Populism at the local level, one sees
that there was much more to it than the silver issue. The fact that Webb
supported silver-Democrats suggests the presence of something about Populism
other than the silver issue that he hated and feared .
One of the most surprising results of this research was the absence of
reference to race. Probably. the Populists investigated here did not ally
themselves with blacks. since few blacks lived in West Texas. In fact. they had
been forced out or exluded from some counties in the area. However. this should
not have prevented the anti-Populists from using the racial issue against their
opponents. Is this explained by ignorance of Tom Watson's Georgia efforts and
other similar activities?7t
Finally, from the perspective of today's troubled world-a world of
Watergate, oil crises and unemployment-a society in which devil theories.
conspiratorial explanations. economic panaceas and other cure-ails abound, is it
not possible to understand better the anxieties of the participants in the upheaval
of the 1890s? Are there not lessons there?
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lThe historiographical literature, stated briefly, includes the following: In 1951, Oscar
Handlin's article, "American Views of the Jew at the Opening of the Twentieth Century,"
Publications of the A merican Jewish Historkal Society, XL (1951). was interpreted as
suggesting that the Populist Movement had stimulated American anti-Semitism. His
article acted as a catalyst in the ensuing debate. Richard Hofstadter's. The Age ofReform:
From Bryan to F.D.R. (New York: Vintage Books, 1955), 1-130, appeared four years
later. Hofstadter charged the Populists with being unable to cope with modern industrial
America, causing them to look to a golden age in the past-or, of believing in an agrarian
myth. Other assenions by Hofstadter indicated that the Populists held irrdtional solutions
to their problems; subscribed to conspiratorial theories; supported anti-Semitism; were
not truly radical; believed times harder than they really were; and should not be taken
seriously. In general, Hofstadter saw the Populists as nothing more than free-silver
(economic panacea) supporters. In the same year, Daniel Bell edited. The NewAmerican
Right (New York: Criterion Books Inc., 1955). which reflected a similar attitude, Two
years later. Victor C. Ferkiss, in "Populist Influences on American Fascism," The
Wi'.Hern Political Quarterly (June, 1957). 350-373, interpreted the Populists as the
precursors of American fascism (McCarthyism). These works elicited responses. John
Higham's, "Anti-Semitism in the Gilded Age: A Reinterpretation," The Mi.uissippi
Valley Historical Redt'w (March. 1957),599-578, and C. Vann Woodward's. The Burden
of Southern History (New York: Vintage Books, 1960). 141-166. urged caution interpreting the Populist era. Next, Norman Pollack emerged as the staunchest Populist defender.
His most important work. The' Populist Response to Industrial America (New York:
W. W, Norton & Company, Inc .• 1962). rebutted many of the earlier charges. Also, see
Pollack's edited work, The Populist Mind (Indianapolis: The Babbs-Merrill Company.
Inc., 1967). xix-xxvii. The Tolerant (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1963). by
Walter T. K. Nugent added to the defense, Many other writings have appeared, but these
set the context for the battle,
2Hill to J. L. Barnes, Cameron, Texas March 30.1892, in LouisHamilton Hill Papers,
1883-1945. (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University. Lubbock. Texas). Over the last
several years. the author has conducted a wide. but rather disappointing search for
additional business papers containing Populist materials.
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3Wehh to Theodore Harris. President of the Louisville Banking Company, Louisville.
Kentucky. May 17, 1892, in Hill Papers.
4Webb to T. M. Richardson, Oklahoma, O. T .. August 28, 1893. in Hill Papers.
5Webb to Judge J. R. Fleming, San Antonio, Texas. September4. 1893, in Hill Papers.
RWebb to Jarvis Conklin Company. Kansas City. Missouri. July 25, 1893, in Hill
Papers.
7Webb to A. Butler Duncan. New York. N. Y .. June 18. 1892, in Hill Papers.
IlWebb and Hill to Mrs. Alice Lobban, October 6. 1892; Webb to J. L. Barnes,
Cameron. Texas. September 8, 1892, in Hill Papers.
IlQuoted in Richard Hofstadter (ed.). Great Issues in American History: A
Documentary Record, Vol. 2 (New York: Vintage Books, t958). 151-152.
IORoscoe C. Martin. The PeopJe'.~ Party in Texas (Austin: University of Texas Press.
1933),47. A similar attitude appeared on a note left by a group offence cutters: "Down
with monopolies! They can't exist in Texas and especially in Coleman County. Away with
your foreign capitalists! The range and soil of Texas belong to the heroes of the South. No
monopolies ... ," quoted in Alwyn Barr, Reconslruction to Rej()rm: Texas Politics,
1876-1906 (Austin: University of Texas Press. 1971).81.
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11Webb and Hill to Paul Phillips. President of Phillips Investment Co., Kansas City,
Mo . May 14, 1892. in Hill Papers.
12Webb and Hill to Mr. Morton, Louisville, Kentucky, July 6, 1892, in Hill Papers.
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13Webb to W. L. McGaughey, Commissioner of General Land Office. Austin, Texas,
December 16. 1892. in Hill Papers. The following editorial, "The 'Third Party' Flies,"
explained the origin of the Party's name: "There is much complaint among the local
stockman on account of these new pests. They are different from other flies in their mode
of attack. They collect about the roots of steer's horns and ears and feed upon his flesh
causing the hair to fall off at the location of their attack. They are very numerous dividing
up into colonies and attacking a herd.
It is singular the name 'third party' should be given to these pests. It seems to have
been applied by the stockmen of Colorado county, where they originally appeared, about
the time the third party was so active in that section, and has spread with the flies until it
has become the accepted name for them, It was not, we suppose, bestowed in the sense of
derision, but rather as an acknowledgement of the activity of the populists. Not all the
populists, however seem to relish the appropriation of their party name to designate a new
pest. A democrat and a populist engaged in fistcuff at Blanconia a few days ago on account
of it." Thr! Br!r!l'i/fr! Bee, April 28, 1893, 2, Beeville, Texas.
14Webb to Louis Hill, December 17, 1892, in Hill Papers.
15Webb to C. A. Culberson. Austin, Texas, December 18, 1892, in Hill Papers.
IB/bid.

17Barr, Reconstruction to Reform. , " 82, 119.
18Buckley B. Paddock to H. C. ROilse, New York City, September 8, 1892, Buckley
B. Paddock Papers (The University of Texas Archives, Austin, Texas). Hogg received
some agrarian support in 1892. Paddock George Clark, a conservative Democrat.
19Webb to W. L. McGaughey. Austin, Texas, December 27, 1892, in Hill Papers.
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2°Webb to John F. Sedwick, Waco, Texas, March 28, 1893, in Hill Papers. The
likelihood of Fife being a minister is reinforced by Barr, who states that many Populists
were evangelical farmers and some were preachers, Barr, Reconstruction to Reform .
148.

2lQuoted in The rort Worth Gazette, September 7. 1894, I.
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22Webb to Colby H. Taylor, Richmond, Kentucky, Kentucky, January 16, 1894, in
Hill Papers.
23Webb to G. H. Cochran, Louisville, Kentucky. January 16, 1894, in Hill Papers.
24Webb to Mrs. Nancy H. Kendrick, Kendrick, Mississippi, January 16, 1894, in Hill
Papers.
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to J. P. Marshall, Louisville. Kentucky, January 16, 1894, in Hill Papers.

26Barr. Reconstruction to Reform . .. , map facing 130.

27Webb to A. J. Baker, Austin, Texas, November 14, 1895. in Hill Papers.
28Webb and Hill to Thoman & Donnan, Austin. Texas, August 29, 1896, in Hill
Papers.
29Webbto Major JohnF, Weston, New York, N.Y., October 17,1896, in Hill Papers.
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30Webb and Hill to H. Crosby, LaCross, Wisconsin, July 10, 1893, in Hill Papers.
31Webb and Hill to J. L. Buford. Birmingham, Alabama, August 24, 1893, in Hill
Papers .
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32Webb and Hill to Hon. J. V. Cockrell. United States Congress; to R, Q. Mills. U. S.
Senate. August 19, 1893. in Hill Papers.

23Letter-to-the-editor. Dallas Morning Ne\l's, August 24. 1893. in Hill Papers.
34Webb and Hill to John T. Hargrove. Sulphur Springs. Texas. August 30, 1893. in
Hill Papers.

35Webb to A. J. Baker, Commissioner General Land Office, Austin. Texas, June 6.
1896, in Hill Papers.
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35Webb to A. J. Baker. Commissioner General Land Office. Austin. Texas. June 6.
18%. in Hill Papers.
36Webb to W. P. Sebastian, Breckenridge, Texas, June 25. 1896. in Hill Papers.
31Webb to S. M. Swenson. New York. N. Y., November 20,1894, in Hill Papers.
38Webb to J. S. Bell, Louisville, Kentucky, June 22, 1896. in Hill Papers.

39Alexander Gilmer to Clark Bros., Belmont, N. Y., September 30. 1896 (Alexander
Gilmer Papers, The University of Texas Archives. Austin. Texas).
4°Meno, August 9, 1896. in Hill Papers,
41Webb to Governor Charles A. Culberson. Austin. Texas, February 8, 1896, in Hill
Papers.
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43Webb to Miss S, G, Stewart, Tuxedo Park, N. Y., August 27, 1896, in Hill Papers.
HWebb to G. W. Adams, Walnut, Iowa, August 28, 1896, in Hill Papers.
uQuoted in Dullw; Morning Neil's, September 6, 1896, 10.
HAlexander Gilmer to W. H. Nash, Longstreet, Louisiana, October 9, 1896, in
Gilmer Papers.
47Webb to Mrs. S. E. Buchanan, Ashville. N. C., Ocotber 17. 1896, in Hill Papers.
48Some conducted campaigns of intimidation: a few bankers inserted gold clauses into
loans; orders were placed with industrialists contingent upon McKinley's election;
employers told their employees that a Bryan victory meant half time, reduced wages. or
loss ofajoh, Harold U. Faulkner,Politics, Rl'form and Expanison, /890-/900 (New York:
Harper Torchbooks. 1959).208-209.
49Webb to J. P. and W. S. Marshall. Louisville, Kentucky. July 15. 1896, in the Hill
Papers.
~oWebb to Louisville Trust Co .. July 14. 1896; Thomas A. Lewis. Los Angeles.
California. July 14. 1896; George P. Levy. Weatherford, Texas. July 14. 1896, in Hill
Papers.
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58Alexander Gilmer to New York Lather Belting Co., September 5. 1896, in Gilmer
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~9Alexander Gilmer to George Cross. Minneapolis, Minn., September 24. 1896. in
Gilmer Papers. Gilmer's financial difficulties resulted from the general economic situation
with banks refusing to discount his paper; therefore, in the fall of 1896. he could not meet
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THE VOTE AND LONE STAR WOMEN: MINNIE FISHER CUNNINGHA"'I
AND THE TEXAS EQUAL Sl:FFRAGE ASSOCIATION
by John Carroll Eudy

In 1900 the Galveston hurricane devastated the city and provided the
impulse for municipal government improvement which soon swept the nation in
the form of the city commission. Minnie Fisher Cunningham began her career of
political reform in the aftermath of that storm as an advocate of modern health
and sanitary facilities for the city. For the next fifty years the lady from East
Texas spared little in her quest for change.
Born and raised in New Waverly, Walker County. Minnie Fisher's mother
Sallie Abercrombie Fisher educated her daughter at home. Mrs. Cunningham's
father. Captain Horatio White Fisher. a one-time Confederate Cavalry officer
and a member of the Texas Legislature. gave his daughter her decisiveness and
her interest in politics. 1 Captain Fisher, as Mrs, Cunningham's unpublished
biography of her mother relates. was building a home for his bride-to-be in 1860
when he learned that Fort Sumter had been fired upon. Dropping his tools about
him and postponing his marriage. Captain Fisher quickly recruited the
carpenters in his employ and led them off to fight for the Confederacy. 2 His
daughter exhibited a similar charisma and organizational ability as she quickly
won a state-wide reputation as a resourceful reformer,

•
,

Minnie fish. as herfricnds called her. married Beverly Jean Cunningham in
1902. Theirs was a childless marriage, and to occupy her time Mrs. Cunningham

became involved in several civic clubs. the most important of which was the
Galveston Equal SufTrage Association. In 1910 Mrs. Cunningham was elected
President of the Galveston organization and had been called upon by Miss
Annette Finnigan. President of the Texas Equal Suffrage Association. to tour
the state in ,I speaking campaign for the cause of women's suffrage. 3 Easily
recognized by her red hair which turned to a peppery gray over the years. Minnie
Fish combined her soft beauty with hard nosed politics to win statewide attention
as an important suffragist. One admirer remembered that as she campaigned
"she looked like a wren. [butl she behaved like a hawk." 4
Impressed by Minnie Fish's vigor and determination. Miss Finnigan. whose
own health was failing. recommended in 1915 that Mrs. Cunningham become
President of the Texas Equal Suffrage Association. Mrs. Cunningham served as
the chief executive of the state organization for four terms, during which time
she developed a lifelong friendship with Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt. President of
the National American Suffrage Association:> Their letters reflect a depth of
political insight which gave them both courage to pursue women's suffrage in the
state and nationallcgislatures. fl Unlike other groups which sought the vote for
women. the org,mizations directed by Mrs. Catt and Mrs. Cunningham rejected
bizarre and unorthodox methods of g,lining attention for the cause of suffrage.
They chose to work within the bounds of established political practices to win
their goals of state and national suffrage.';"

•

Mrs. Cunningham's first campaign to win the vote for Texas women came in
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1915, when, as the chairman of the state congressional committee, she
attempted to influence the state legislators to vote for an equal suffrage
amendment to the Texas Constitution. s Aided by Representative Charles
Metcalf who carried the suffrage fight to the floor of the House of
Representatives. the Texas Equal Suffrage Association fought a losing battle.
The issue came within three votes of obtaining the necessary two·thirds majority
to amend the constitution.!l This narrow defeat encouraged the members of the
assoCiation to re-group and continue the fight for equal suffrage. Mrs.
Cunningham had learned much in the 1915 struggle as she walked the halls of the
capitol seeking votes for her suffrage measure. Preparing for the future. Mrs.
Cunningham began an indexed card file on the legislators. noting those who
favored women's suffrage and devising ways by which she could influence those
who opposed the issue. lo
Minnie Fish, while waiting fora more receptive legislature, led the members
of the Texas Equal Suffrage Association into other fields of reform. As she
reported to Mrs. Catlin an annual report for 1917, she led the fight to clean up the
immoral conditions around the military training camps located in Texas. Calling
a meeting of interested women for June 5, 1917, in San Antonio. Mrs.
Cunningham described the dangers of the gambling. prostitution, and
drunkenness which threatened the young men who were given military training
in the state. From this gathering emerged the Texas Woman's Anti-Vice
Committee led by Mrs. Ella Pomeroy. a friend of Mrs. Cunningham and a district
chairman of the suffrage association. I I A 1918 war department document issued
by the Commission on Training Camp Activities entitled "Section on Women
and Girls" details the success of the white zone campaign in Texas. 12 The report
described the immediate effect the Anti-Vice committees had in Houston, El
Paso. Fort Worth, and San Antonio as they patrolled the red light districts and
the strings of road houses on the outskirts of these cities. constantly bringing to
the attention of lax city officials the glaring discrepancies between city
ordinances and the enforcement of those ordinances.
The Texas Equal Suffrage Association emerged from the White Zone
Campaign with many new allies won over from organizations like the Federated
Women's Clubs of Texas who had other major aims, but agreed to support the
fight for women's suffrage. Mrs. Cunningham would need all of the support she
garnered in the White Zone Campaign to win a crucial contest with suffrage's
most adamant critic-Governor James Ferguson. Ferguson had publicly
expressed his views on womansuffra~emany times and when the impeachment
proceedings against him arose in the House in 1917, Mrs. Cunningham hurried to
Austin tojoin in the battle to drum him out ofoffice. Mrs. Cunningham described
the effect the Texas Equal Suffrage Association had on the effort to impeach
Ferguson: "We came into the campaign just at the time when everybody was
worn to a frazzle and feeling discouraged and beaten; and our interest and
enthusiasm ... put new life and vigor into the men who were working."l~
The officers of the national suffrage committee anxiously awaited word that
one of Texas' greatest enemies of suffrage had been impeached. Mrs.
Cunningham so notified them on September 26, 1917. and elatedly informed
Mrs. Catt that. "it has been a full six weeks since I have found any man with the
temerity to look us in the eye and say he opposed women's voting in the face of
the outrageous condition that has proven to prevail in our state government. " I ' l
Mrs. Catt replied that the people of Texas had made the proper choice between
the forces of "good government and the forces of crooked politics. "15 Mrs.
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Cunningham agreed. but because much of the session of 1917 had been
consumed with the impeachment proceedings, she advised Mrs. Catt that there
was little hope of introducing suffrage legislation that year.
Ferguson blamed much of his political misery on the suffragists and in his
paper the Fl'JXll.WI1 Forum he attempted to torpedo the activities of the Texas
Equal Suffrage Association. His influence. even though he was out of office.

upset many Texas women who feared that he might regain the governor's office.
Mrs. Catt assured these women that "the Ferguson Forum is a boomerang
which can only strike a deadly blow at itself. "16 Indeed. Mrs. Catt queried Mrs.
Cunningham as to the legal particulars of the impeachment for she wished. if
possible. to apply the process which unseated Ferguson in other states
dominated by men reluctant to grant suffrage.
Nowhere in the nation were men more reluctant to grant sutTrage to women
as in the Deep South. and in the fight to create suffrage societies in that region of
the country. Mrs. Catt called upon Mrs. Cunningham. Minnie Fish had a
"hereditary" interest in Alabama. Georgia. and South Carolina-being a
descendent of natives of those states. 18 The national organization deemed Mrs.
Cunningham "The one to deal with the South .. , ., and sent her on speaking
tours into the southern states. 19
Minnie Fish approached the 1917 session of the Texas legislature
determined to extract from it the most pragmatic franchise possible. She
informed Mrs. Can of her strategy: "In as-much·as our primary is the real
election in Texas this is the big great thing we ("on get by legislative
enactment. . "20 Mrs. Cunningham realized after canvassing political opinion
that she did not have enough "clout"· to force passage of a proposed state
constitutional amendment as had been proposed in 1915. but cleverly used the
amendment in an educational campaign to poll the legislators and thereby
discern their commitment to suffrage. 21 Minnie Fish revealed her plans to Mrs.
Can. outlining the use which she had made of the constitutional amendment,
explaining. "it gave us a talking point without disclosing our real plans ... "22
The organized assault directed by Mrs, Cunningham and carried out by her
associates on the legislators assembled for the 1917 session could be a case study
of successful lobbying. A suffrage headquarters was opened' on the main street
uf Austin near the capitol. and a luncheon was given in the city's largest hotel
where the suffragists held a mock legislative conference. "in which the Suffrage
Bill came up for the third reading and debate,- those against taking ofrron] the
style of our leading 'Antis' in the state. "23 Only the impeachment of Governor
Ferguson could take precedent over the women's quest for suffrage. And all
through the campaign to impeach Ferguson and afterwards when William P.
Hobby had suceeded Ferguson to the office of governor , Mrs, Cunningham kept
the pressure on both the legislators and Hobby. In order to force the new
governor into calling a special session of the legislature. Minnie Fish deviously
suggested that Mrs. Catl. "get a letter to him [Hobby} from President
Wilson ... It need nol be a public letter, only if lI'i' may know it has been
sent. "24
For numerous reasons. and no doubt the suffrage question was one of them.
Governor Hobby called a special session in 19]8. In that year Lone Star women
won the right to vote in Texas' primary elections. The bill passed the House by
84 to 34 and the Se-nate by 18 to 4, Mrs. Cunningham was thrilled to inform Mrs.
Catt of the drama of the final vote and described the circumstances: "we rose to
leave the gallery of the House ... the men saw us. ,and gave us a perfect
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ovation. cheering for some minutes.. . It was a surprising and greatly
appreciated tribute to the work that the women have been doing. "25 Other
legislation inspired by Mrs. Cunningham and her ladies also became law. The
age of protection for young women was raised to eighteen. a statutory
prohibition law. and zone laws were passed to protect the young men in Texas
military camps. and a literacy test for all voters participating in primary elections
was passed. 26
The outstanding work Mrs. Cunningham had done in the fight for primary
suffrage in Texas impressed the officers of the National American Suffrage
Association. Mrs. Catt informed Mrs. Maude Wood Park. chairman of the
Congressional Committee. that Minnie Fish "has a good story to tell of woman
suffrage in operation ... 27 Together they determined that if Mrs. Cunningham
would come to Washington. they would invite her to join the national
organization as secretary to the Congressional Committee-a position which
would place Mrs. Cunningham at the nexus of suffrage work when the Federal
Amendment was introduced to the Congress of the United States. 2H

~
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The only difficulty in the plan to invite Mrs. Cunningham tojoin Mrs, Park
and Mrs. Catt was the inexperience of Mrs. Cunningham's lieutenants who
would have to shepherd the federal amendment through the Texas legislature.
Mrs. Cunningham optimistically wrote to Mrs. Finnigan, who had retired to
New York. that "Te~as would ratify without any trouble."29 BUL
unfortunately. as Mrs. Catt predicted. the Texas workers made mistakes. Those
Texas women. she stated, "started iIi on their campaign [for the federal
amendment I so complacently ... because they thought they knew so much
more than anybody else."30 Needlessly to say. they did not. Mrs. Cunningham
was not discouraged, however. by the mistakes of her followers. for she had
faith that they would succeed. She expressed the opinion that' 'it is a very good
thing, that these women should get a bit of training in 'going it alone' while the
men are still thinking that I am in charge and able to pounce upon them at any
minute."31 Yet up to the passage oftne federal amendment Mrs. Cunningham
found it necessary to divide her energies between her Washington duties and
Texas. In 1919 she watched while the women she had trained reaped the
publicity and thanks for the entire battle of suffrage in Texas when they had
actually only fought in the final skirmishes.
Mrs" Cunningham was not dismayed by the tum of events which had taken
her to Washington and away from the final victory of the Texas Equal Suffrage
Association. for the victory had been won because of her hard work. sound
advice. and determination. But in recounting the history of the Texas suffrage
movement, she has appeared in a diminished role because of her dual state and
national effort to win the suffrage battle. Other reasons for Mrs. Cunningham's
modest appearance in the history of the Texas suffrage story concerns her
personal wish to remain unrecognized. As she explained to Mrs. Jane Y.
McCallum, the official historian of the Texas movement, she did not want to be
memorialized because "it sounds like I am through when I think I am only
beginning.":J2 In addition. Mrs. Cunningham's dwindling financial resources
and a troubled marriage necessitated that she devote her time, for awhile. to
private matters. 33 Minnie Fish's active participation in Democratic politics. the
New Deal. and liberal causes in Texas have also overshadowed her suffrage
activities. Indeed. when the women of Texas and the United States won
enfranchisement. Mrs. Cunningham had just begun her long fight for political
reform.
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Returning to Washington in 1920. she assumed the duties of executive
secretary and organizer of the National League of Women Voters,3.fThree years
later she was appointed the organization's vice-chairman of the
"get-out-the-vote" committee. Due in no small part to her. women voted in
large numbers in the first presidential election open to them by federal
amendment. 3,;
The Democratic Party realized that women would play an increasingly
viable role in the nation's political life and what better person to lead women into
the Democratic Party than Mrs. Cunningham. She was asked to manage the
Women's National Democratic Club in 1923 and until 1927 conducted political
schools for the nation's women in Washington.
Upon the death of her husband of 25 years in 1927, a saddened Minnie Fish
returned to Texas. Encouraged by her friends to get out and make use of her
invaluable political experience. Mrs. Cunningham became in 1928 the first
woman to seek a senatorial seat from Texas. Running in the primaries against the
popular and colorful Tom Connally. Minnie Fish stumped the state in a
second-hand open touring car from which she boldly and vigorously supported
prohibition. tariff reform. farm relief, tax reduction. and an adequate
flood-control program. Defeated in a landslide vote for Connally, Minnie Fish
had the satisfaction of directing the campaign to important issues which might
have been otherwise ignored. 36
Family responsibilities dictated that Minnie Fish seek employment after the
race. and she joined the Agricultural Extension Service at Texas A & M College
where she remained until 1939. Mrs. Cunningham had no children of her own.
but by her account acquired over 1.000 grandchildren to compensate for her
childless marriage. College regulations prohibited the cadets from inviting dates
to the campus unless the young ladies could be properly chaperoned by an
approved hostess. Minnie Fish became surrogate mother to hundreds of young
girls who traveled to A & M to visit their college beaus. As Mrs. Cunningham
later recalled. her house took on the appearance ofa barracks with cots stacked
in every available space. Long after her departure from the schooL and
particularly during World War II. Minnie Fish corresponded with her "sons,"
encouraging them to always do the best with their lives and talents.
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and other Washington friends welcomed Minnie
Fish to Washington in 1939 where she served in the Woman's Division of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration. Returning to Texas in 1943 she quickly
became embroiled in state politics by attempting to draft A. Frank Dobie. a
professor at the University of Texas and a leading state liberal. for governor.
When he failed to answer the draft. Minnie Fish declared for the office. "If
Dobie runs," she publicly vowed .. '. am supporting him, if he does not run I am
running myself." True to her pledge and determined that Stevenson should not
win by default, Minnie Fish entered what was to be her last contest for public
office, only to lose again by an overwhelming margin. 696,586 to 48.039. 37
Minnie Fish returned to her home. Fisher Farms in New Waverly. but from
there she sallied out to attack the conservative political leaders who dominated
Texas politics in the 1950s. Her pungent criticism led many to comment that the
best man in Texas politics was a woman. She supported Adlai Stevenson in the
presidential campaign of 1952 as well as the liberal Democrat, Senator Ralph
Yarborough. all
Four years before her death in 1964, her unrelenting faith in liberal causes
led her to establish a Kennedy-Johnson campaign headquarters in New Waverly
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in order to bring speakers from over the state to speak in behalf of the national
ticket. President-elect John F. Kennedy acknowledged his debt to the aging
crusader and in a personal note of thanks added, "We now have the opportunity
of continuing to work together for our country's welfare during the next four
years. ,.~!.
Minnie Fisher Cunningham's lifelong dedication to reform and the
advancement of what she deemed' 'right principles" placed a heavy burden not
only upon her time and energy. but also upon her financial well-being. In order to
pay for her political activity. she found it necessary to sell parts of Fisher Farms
until it eventually dwindled away from an original 1,200 to less than 500 acres.
During her last years, moreover, visitors found her cooking over an open fire or
hauling well water to the house because she could not afford the luxuries of
modern plumbing and appliances. 4n A group of friends. learning of her plight.
arranged for her home to be furnished with the necessary comforts. but the spirit
which had sustained her during better days refused to be blighted by the poverty
of her old age. 41 Not long before her death, a group came to Minnie Fish to
request her aid in a fight for legislative reform. After hearing their request. she
told them she must reply like the old farmer whom her father once asked to
support a school in New Waverly. "If you'll take corn. I'm in." Her father took
the corn-"whaV' asked Minnie Fish, "do I have equivalent to corn that you
can use?"a
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JManuscript of the "Life of Sallie Abercrombie Fisher" written by her daughter
Minnie Fisher Cunningham, undated, Minnie Fisher Cunningham Papers (Private
Collection of Mrs. Elizabeth Hill McCoy of New Waverly. Texas). Hereafter cited as
Cunningham Papers. McCoy Collection. Copies of the McCoy Collection were given to
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the :-luthor in 1970.

2"Life of Sallie Abercrombie Fisher." Cunningham Papers. McCoy Collection.
.1 "Program and minutes of the 12th Anniversary of the passage of the Texas Suffrage
Amendment. March 26. 1930:' Cunningham Papers. McCoy Collection.
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IWashingron. f-'n'lIi"K Star, December 11, 1%4.
,'The Catt-Cunningham correspondence is found in three major collections: the
Minnie FisherCunningham Papers at the University of Houston, the Carrie Chapman Catt
Papers at the Libmry of Congress, and the Maude Wood Park Papers at Ratcliff College.
~The Catt-Correspondence covers a thirty year period.
;The National Women's Party and the Congressional Union were both criticized in
the Cau-Cunningham correspondence.

R"Program and minutes of the 12th Anniversary." Cunningham Papers. McCoy
Collection.
~Typescript of Alexander Caswell Ellis' participation in the Texas Suffrage fight by
Mrs. Minnie Fisher Cunningham. 1953, Cunningham Papers. McCoy Collection.

lOPartial copy of the indexed card file in the Minnie Fisher Cunningham Papers
(University of Houston Library, Houston). Hereafter cited as Cunningham Papers,
HOllston.
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11"Report of the Texas Woman's Anti-Vice Committee, June 20. 1917." Mrs. Percy
W. Pennybacker Papers (University of Texas Library, Austin). Hereafter cited as
Pennybacker Papers, University of Texas. Austin.
12"Section on Women and Girls," War Department Commission on Training Camp
Activities: A Summary of Reports of the Field Staff, 1918, Pennybacker Papers,
University of Texas. Austin.
,aMinnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Cau. undated, Cunningham Papers,
Houston.
llMinnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Catt. September 26, 1917.
Cunningham Papers, Houston.
li'Carrie Chapman Cart to Minnie Fisher Cunningham. May 12. 1919, Cunningham
Papers. Houston.
lHCarrie Chapman Catt to Mrs. J. J. Hardin. Cunningham Papers, Houston.
I7Carrie Chapman Catt tu Minnie Fi!'>her Cunningham. October. 1919, Cunningham
Papers. Houston.
I~Carrie Chapman Calt to Minnie Fisher Cunningham. October 6. 1919. Cunningham
Papers. Houston.

IHCarrie Chapman Call to Minnie Fisher Cunningham, July 10. 1919. Cunningham
Papers. Houston.
2uMinnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Can. February 12, 1917, Cunningham Papers. Houston.
21Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Catt. February 12. 1917.
Cunningham Papers. Houston.
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~2Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Calt. February 12, 1917, Cunningham Papers, Houston.

23Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman CaU, April 9. 1917, Cunningham
Papers, Houston.
'HMinnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman CaU, January 25, 1918, Cunningham

Papers. Houston.
~5Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman CaU, March 25, 1918, Cunningham
Papers, Houston.

26Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Calt. March 25, 1918. Cunningham
Papers, Houston.

2'Carrie Chapman Catt to Maude Wood Park. 1918. Carrie Chapman Catt Papers.
Box 7. (Manuscript Division, Library of Congress). Hereafter cited as Catt Papers.
Library of Congress.
28Carrie Chapman Catt to Maude Wood Park, August 10, 1943, Catt Papers, Library
of Congress.
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29Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Miss Annette Finnigan, December 12, 1918,
Cunningham Papers, Box 22, Cunningham Papers. Houston,
30Carrie Chapman Catt to Maude Wood Park. March I, 1919, Carrie Chapman Can
Papers, Box 7, Catt Papers, Library of Congress.
3tMinnie Fisher Cunningham to Carrie Chapman Catt, January 4, 1919, Cunningham
Papers, Box 22, Cunningham Papers, Houston.
3Z"Program and minutes of the 12th Anniversary," Cunningham Papers, McCoy
Collection.
331nterview with Mrs. Elizabeth Hill McCoy, January 18, 1972.
34' 'Memorial Tribute to Mrs. Minnie Fisher Cunningham A Great American,
December 9, 1964," Cunningham Papers. McCoy Collection.

35"Vita note" prepared by Mrs. Cunningham while editor of the Texas Extension
Service Farm News, undated, Cunningham Papers, McCoy Collection.
38Washingtfm Post, February 9, 1928; Campaign Platform, undated, Pennybacker
Papers, University of Texas, Austin.
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31Minnie Fisher Cunningham to J. Frank Dobie, April 4, 1944; Minnie Fisher
Cunningham to George A. Butler, Chairman of the Texas State Democratic Executive
Committee, Cunningham Papers, McCoy Collection; Official Vote Tabulation Certificate,
July 22, 1944, Pennybacker Papers, University of Texas, Austin.
38"Synopsis of the Life of Minnie Fisher Cunningham of Fisher Farms, New
Waverly, Texas, Cattle Brand FF for Fisher Farms," Cunningham Papers, McCoy
Collection.
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3HJohn F. Kennedy to Minnie Fisher Cunningham, January 19, 1961, Cunningham
Papers, McCoy Collection .
4°Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Mrs, Mary H. Ellis, January 23, 1957, Pennybacker
Papers, University of Texas, Austin.
4lMrs. Cunningham established a roadside garden stand to supplement her earnings
from her pecan orchards and tended a small herd of cattle without assistance until she
could no longer walk.
42Minnie Fisher Cunningham to the Texas Democratic Woman's State Committee,
March 4, 1958. Cunningham Papers, McCoy Collection.
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THE BIG THICKET PRESERVE: A DREAM NEARS REALITY

by J. David Cox
The great conservationist John Muir in urging the preservation of our
magnificient western forests. once observed that' 'God has cared for these trees.
saved them from drought. disease. avalanches. and a thousand straining,
leveling tempests and floods; but He cannot save them from man's folly-only
Uoele Sam can do that.. ,\ His words were true for the redwoods of California at
the beginning of this century and his words are equally true for the hardwoods.
virgin pines and flowering magnolias of the Big Thicket region of East Texas
today. The Big Thicket is the western most part of a forest system that once
extended across the entire southern region of the United States. Originally the
Big Thicket's 3.5 million acres of forests and streams spread across twelve
counties in southeast Texas, an area almost equalling the size of Connecticut.
The first Spanish padres who worked their way across the great expans.e of
Texas recorded between their missions and the sea a forest so thick that it was
impossible to travel through it on foot, and that Indians traveling from the
missions to the Gulf of Mexico were forced to go by canoe down the numerous
waterways.2
The first references to the Big Thicket are found in the logs of padres and
soldiers of the Spanish king. An examination of early maps reveals that virtually
all of the expeditions skirted the Thicket area and passed to the north of the area
where the vegetation was less dense and the crossing of rivers less difficult. As
Anglo-Saxon pioneers were drawn into the area in the 1820s, they found their
way blocked by the jungle-like growth and swampy soils along the innumerable
streams. They too found it necessary to travel either north or south of this
immense forest.
During the Texas Revolution this almost impenetrable area became the
hiding place and mustering ground for numerous filibustering expeditions and
revolutionary movements against Mexico. 3 Sam Houston planned to hide his
army there had the attack on the Mexican army at San Jacinto failed. During the
Civil War. conscientious objectors hid there to avoid conscription. and they
easily eluded Confederate troops sent in to capture them. Escaped convicts fled
from the nearby state prison at Huntsville to the Thicket, sometimes only a step
ahead of baying hounds. 4 Mter the Civil War the area became the sanctuary for
renegade whites. fugitive blacks and relocated Indians brought by the American
government from as far away as eastern Florida.
By this time the exploitation of the Thicket had begun. First. timber
companies recognized the vast wealth contained in the wooded acres of the
Thicket. and later oil interests searched for the source of oil seeps which had
been observed in the area for sometime. The lumber barons ruthlessly slashed
the pine forests and in the process destroyed much of the Thicket. The "cut and
get out"
of the lumber companies reached an extreme not realized before
. policy
,
or SInce.
It is a tribute to the richness of the region that the Big Thicket was able to
survive the many onslaughts of civilization and yet remain a distinct biological
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entity. The idea of preserving part of the region in the form of a national park or
wilderness area from future attacks is not new. The earliest organized effoli
dates at least from 1927. when a retired railroad conductor. R. E. Jackson of
Silsbee. convened the first meeting of the East Texas Big Thicket Association.
By the mid-1930s, proposals [or preserving over 400,000 acres had been
formulated and a number of prominent figures had been drawn into the struggle
to preserve a portion of the Thicket. Under the proding of U.S. Senator Morris
Shephard, the National Park Service surveyed the area in 1939 and
recommended the inclusion of the Big Thicket in the National Park System to the
Congress. The area surveyed was approximately twenty-two miles in length,
north to south, and twenty-one miles wide, east to west. With the advent of
World War II, however, the park proposal was abruptly shelved and virtually
forgotten.
As the need for the conservation of rapidly depleting natural resources
became more and more evident in the years after Warld War II, renewed interest
in the Big Thicket appeared. In 1964 the Big Thicket Association was officially
re-organized, and two years later a bill to create a national park in the arca was
introduced in the U.S. Senate by Texas Senator Ralph Yarborough. National
Park. Service study teams visited the area, and in 1967 they prepared a
"preliminary plan" whieh recommended that 35.500 acres in nine separate
units, since referred to as the "string of pearls," be preserved. Almost without
exception. however, conservationists emphatically disagreed with important
aspects ofthe Park Service proposal. Two main areas of disagreement were the
exceedingly small number of acres included in the park. and the failure of the
plan to connect the "pearls" and to provide buffer zones so that their survival
could be more adequately guaranteed. They felt that a park configuration of at
least 100.000 acres, or at a high point of optimism. 191.000 acres, was essential
from an ecological point of view. They opted to run corridors between
unconnected units based on existing streams so as to insure that the areas would
not be cut off from their natural water supplies. Conservationists felt that a
35.500 acre park did not adequately include the great variety offlora and fauna
that made the Thicket unique and deserving of preservation.
In order to coordinate more effectively the activities of the numerous
groups seeking to make a national park in Southeast Texas a reality, the Big
Thicket Coordinating Committee was formed in 1968. It was composed of
representatives from 23 conservation groups throughout the nation. The
organization launched a major campaign to combat opposition to the park and to
obtain support from members of the Texas Congressional delegation for a park
of at least 100,000 acres. Representative John Dowdy of Athens, a long time foe
of the Big Thicket Park proposal, was especially important because the major
portion of the park was located in his congressional district. To the surprise of
many. Representative Dowdy in 1969 introduced a bill calling for the creation of
a Big Thicket National Monument. The monument was to contain
approximately 35,500 acres. The bill, however, was felt by conservation leaders
to be a move by lumber interests to head off the growing demand for a much
larger park. 6 To show their active support of the 35500 acre proposal. the major
lumber companies in the area declared a moratorium on timber cutting in the
units set aside for the national monument.
Unwilling to accept what they felt was a totally inadequate park. Big
Thicket supporters continued to push for congressional action on bills calling for
a much larger area. The defeat of Ralph Yarborough in 1970 seemed a bad omen
to many Thicket supporters. In the lame duck session of the 91st Congress.
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however. Yarb9fough's Senate colleagues, mostly as a personal tribute to him.
passed the bill he had introduced and fought for through fOUf years: the creation
ofaBig Thicket National Park o["not more than" 100.000 acres. The bill died in
committee in the House when its chairman. Colorado Representative Wayne
Aspinall, married and took an extended honeymoon which lasted UTIli' the
Congressional session had ended. This delay. along with the defeat of Senator
Yarborough at the polls. required that new leadership be found to push the battle
in Congress.
Leadership came from Representative Bob Eckhardt of Houston and the
newly elected Senator. Lloyd Bentsen. Eckhardt had originally introduced a bill
calling for a reserv'e of 191 .000acres. but he became convinced that to obtain the
support in the House which was needed to get the bill to the Hearing stage that a
downward reyision to 100.000 acres was necessary. Senator Lloyd Bentsen. as
the first official act in his newly elected position, reintroduced the Yarborough
Bill and later saw it amended to read "not Jess than 100.000 acres," In the Fall of

1971. the Big Thicket Coordinating Committee accepted the 100.000 acre figure
as a realistic goal and endorsed the proposal. Conservationists began to rally
behind the Eckhardt-Bentsen proposal as activity in both Houses increased and
hopes began to soar. Hearings were held in both Washington and in Texas to
consider the details of the proposed park. Opponents and proponents alike took
advantage of these hearings to make their views known on this important and
controversial subject. The hearings brought together. for the first time. citizens
and groups who had been long time antagonists about the need for such a park.
The conflicting arguments presented by the various witnesses often led to angry
verbal exchanges and heated denunciations of the motives and intensions of
those testifying. Proponents of the park accused opponents of blocking action
for self·serving purposes while those supporting the park were often accused of
being more concerned about "ferns and bogs" than about homes and jobs
endangered by such a park. This traditional democratic process ofaJlowinggrass
roots participation by those most directly affected by the action ofthe legislative
body illustrated the complex nature of law-making in a political system such as
ours.
The retirement of Representative Dowdy in 1972 brought a new face to
Congress to represent the Big Thicket area. Charles Wilson of Lufkin. a former
member of the Texas Legislature. was overwhelmingly elected to represent the
2nd Congressional District. Despite his close ties to the empire of East Texas
timber magnet Arthur Temple. Representative Wilson campaigned on a
platform favoring a Big Thicket Reserve; he spoke throughout the area in
support of such a proposal. Early in 1973. Wilson introduced a bill which called
for the creation ofa park. but to the surprise and anger of many conservationists.
he omitted from his bill some 25.000 acres of wilderness land that seemed
essential to those who felt that 100.000 acres was an absolute minimum figure.
Areas not included in the Wilson Bill were extensive waterways as the Neches
River Corrider. Big Sandy Creek and Village Creek in southern Hardin County.
and other connecting waterways and terrain which some felt were essential.

,

Faced with strong counterproposals from other members of the Texas
Congr~ssionaldelegation and attacked by many at home who felt betrayed by his
proposal. Wilson met with Big Thicket Coordinating Committee members and
others and struck a compromise. He agreed to include additional acres which
they felt were essential to the preservation of the area up to a figure of 84.550
acres. but insisted on the acceptance of this lesser figure by conservation
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leaders.<i Wilson likewise agreed to work for immediate government ownership
of the land through 11 seldom used process called legislative taking. rather than
going through traditional methods of government acquisition of the land as
money becomes available. a time consuming process. Despite the opposition of
some who felt strongly that the 16,000 acres to be sacrificed was too high a price
to pay. the Wilson compromise was accepted by a majority of the leadership of
the movement. and in December. 1973. the House passed the hill (H.R. 11546)
virtually without opposition. In May. 1974. the Senate also passed the bill. but
with two significant amendments. The original Bentsen figure of 100.000 acres
was retained and the legislative taking provision was dropped. After a period of
bargaining and further compromise. key members of the two Houses worked out
a version ofthe bill which was acceptable to enough of the main participants to
permit its passage on October 1. Public La\v 93-439 was signed by President
Gerald R. Ford on October II. 1974.
In its final form the law:
I. Authorized an 84.550 acre Big Thicket National Preserve consisting
of t\,velve units located in p<:trts of Polk. Tyler. Jasper. Hardin.
Orange. Jefferson and Liberty Counties.
2. Authorized the National Park Service to survey and draw up a
detailed description of each unit in the Preserve (published in the
Federal Registcr on March 17, 1975),
3. Directed the Park Service to purchase at fair market value all real
estate included in the Preserve and to make such purchases over a
period of six years as funds were made available by the Congress.
4. Permitted residents whose homes were to be taken the option of
immediate payment at the fair market value or the right to use and
occupy the property until the death of the owner and his spouse. or
for a period of not more than twenty.five years.
5. Instructed the National Park Service to adtnJ'nister the park area to
assure the preservation. conservation and protection of the natural
scenic and recreational value of the area.

\\,
\

,

...

After nearly 50 years of talk and 10 years of hard work a wilderness preserve
in Southeast Texas was legally authorized by the Congress. but celebration still
seems premature to many, The wheels of the federal hureaucracy often move
more slowly than the buzz saw of the timber owner or the bulldozer of the
subdivider, and the fragile nature of the Thicket remains highly vulnerable to the
whims and ambitions of man. Unlike most national parks in the United States.
the boundaries of the Thicket are not compact and contiguous. The scattered
units and often extremely narrow connecting waterways are easily surrounded
and invaded by forces unconcerned about the survival of the wilderness area.
Unlike other park areas. the Thicket is not primarily intended for mass
recreation and mass incursions into its primitive depthS. Preservation and
-protection of the area is of the highest priority and thus makes swift action on the
nart of those responsible for protecting the area doubly important. The unique
nature of the area was recognized by the Congress when it rejected the
traditional National Park Service designations ··park". "forest'". "monument"'
and "reserve" in favor of a new designation _ "preserve."[1
Events since the passage of the Thicket Bill in October. 1974 illustrate the
dangers still facing this delicate area. Until the national government legally
purchases the land from property owners in the area. it is their land to do with as
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they please. Unconvinced that the government will compensate them fairly or
promptly for timber on their land. many owners have cut and sold valuable trees
to sawmills in the area. The harvesting of huge oak. sycamore. magnolia and
cedar trees which arc hundreds of years old has heen observed by residents of
the area. The purchase of timber rights by lumber companies on over 1300 acres
in the area has been carefully docurnented. 'o In some cases the timber rights
were purchased prior tufinal passage of the Big Thicket legislation. but the tracts
remain threatened as the deadline nears for cutting on the preserved land,
Additional damage has been done to hundreds of acres which have been cut
by real estate developers as subdivisions push closer to several of the Thicket
units. Urhanizatiun has forced lumber companies to sell their land as taxes are
raised in once rural counties. In such counties as Montgomery County. just
north of Houston and once a prime timber producing county. real estate
developers have purchased much timber property for subdivision
developments. As the population of the Houston and Beaumont metropolitan
areas increases and the urban sprawl pushes further north. the isolated nature of
the Thicket region is progressively threatened. In certain areas property owners
are finding it financially attractive to sell their property to real estate developers
rather than to wait for years for the federal government to purchase their land at
an unspecified sum. A Thicket Preserve in close proximity to new housing
developments and mobile home parks seems to many to be no Preserve at all.
Recent development in Hardin County illustrate a related type of danger to
the Thicket. Two wecks of extensive flooding in the southern part of the county
in the winter of 1975 resulted in the demand on the part of many property owners
that action be taken to provide for the proper drainage of the area in case of
future inundation. The demand for the immediate clearing and channeling of
several streams in the area led to the introduction of a bill in the Texas House by
Representative Herman Adams of Silsbee which provided for the creation of a
drainage district in the lower half of the county. Fearing that such a district
would adversely affect the watershed of the lower Thicket Preserve.
conservationists were able to muster enough votes in the House of
Representatives to prevent action by that body in the closing days of the session.
There is a growing concern on the part of conservationists that similar attempts
on the part of property owners in Hardin County in the future may meet with
more success and may result in ecological damage to significant parts of the
Preserve area.
Related problems will continue to plague the area as long as the Preserve is
merely "authorized" and not an accomplished fact. Observers predict that until
the ownership of the land is in the hands of the national government. additional
acreage will fall prey to the buzz saw. the subdividers and the unconcerned. A
former president of the Big Thicket Association. Miss Maxine Johnston of
Batson. recorded nearly 2.000 acres of wooded area stripped of its marketable
timber in the period from January 1974 to August 1975. 11 This destruction of
about 100 acres per month is thought to be only a portion of the actual cutting
that has taken place - a portion knwon to have been destroyed by only oneobserver. In a report sent to Representative Charles Wilson at his request in Jul):..
1975. Miss Johnston pointed out that nearly 8.000 additional acres were being
"thinned'" by lumber companies in the area. with the announced purpose of
controlling pine beetle infestation. Although the thinning persumably involved
only pines. reliable observers in the area reported damage to the nearby foliage
and extensive cutting of hardwoods in isolated areas - with log trucks loaded
with hardwoods coming from these areas on numerous occasions. 12 Thus. by the
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Fall of 1975. timber was being cut from over 10.000 acres out ofa designated
Preserve area of 84.550 acres.
Recognizing that additional action on the part of Congress was essential if
the proposed wilderness area was to be preserved. in January 1975.
Representatives Wilson and Eckhardt introduced H.R. 2554 to provide for early
acquisition of the property in the Preserve. The bill. ifpassed. would "vest in the
United States all right. title and interest in and right to immediate possession of.
all real property located within the units of the preserve." effective January 1.
1976. or at a date set by the Congress. At the same time an effort was begun by
several members of the Texas Congressional delegation to obtain an
appropriation of 20 million dollars to permit the immediate purchase of
endangered areas of the Preserve and to obtain the funds necessary for
completion of the purchase in Fiscal Year 1977 Y'
Thus the next, and perhaps last, step in the drama of the Big Thicket is about
tounfold. Whether "U nele Sam" will take the necessary steps to "save the trees
from man's folly" is a question as yet unanswered. Whether 50 years of
organized effort from those who have dreamed of and worked for a wilderness
preserve will have their dreams and efforts realized still depends on
unpredictable political forces. If the past is any indicator of what may be
expected in the future, the Big Thicket National Park faces additional months of
political bargaining and compromising before it becomes a reality .
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
by Bobby H. Johnson

As you read this potpourri of historical news items. the East Texas
countryside will be readying itself for that annual outdoor art show which only
nature can provide. Nothing can exceed the beauty of our East Texas foliage as
evident in the autumn ofthe year, On the other hand. spring has its merits, too.
As these words are being written. the outdoors is alive with color - the varied
shades of green in early leaves. the pure whites and soft pinks of the dogwood,
the vibrant hues of the redbud. and the myriad colors in a field of wild flowers.
Nature is schizophrenic, but what a wonderful madness!
In case you are wondering about the author's sanity. the above is also
intended to remind readers that ajournal published twice yearly necessarily has
to be prepared some time in advance. This requires considerable forethought on
the part of our news correspondents, so we repeat our request for early
submission of news events which may be several months off.

OUf spring meeting in Henderson on February 28 was a success, both in
terms of attendance and quality of program. Approximately 75 persons attended
the sessions held in Henderson's beautiful First National Bank. Dr. Fred
Tarpley of Commerce. program chairman. provided a varied program which
spanned more than a hundred years of East Texas history.
The opening session featured a discussion of "Old Houses of Rusk
County." Participants were Mrs. Gordon Brown, Mrs. Carl Jaggers, and Mrs.
Mary Frank Dunn. James W. Byrd of East Texas State University completed the
session with a paper entitled "Jefferson's Diamond Bessie Murder Mystery."
Several students from ETS U participated in a panel discussion on the writing of
bicentennial community history. Dr. Frank Jackson chaired the panel composed
of Mike Breckway, Bill J. Beesley. and Lea Ann Dupriest. .A fascinating
discussion of Scott Joplin. complete with tapes of his music. rounded out the
morning session as Jerry Atkins of Texarkana spoke on "Scott Joplin: His Early
Life in East Texas." Charles L. Dwyer, Director of Libraries at Sam Houston
State University, delivered the luncheon address. His talk was entitled "An
Appreciation of John W. Thomason." Samples of Thomason materials were
displayed at the Howard-Dickinson House, where members adjourned for
dessert. The Association extends its appreciation to Dr. Tarpley and Mrs. E. H.
Lasseter, who handled local arrangements.
In the business session which preceded the meeting, the officers dealt with
that age-old problem of money. Rising costs and inflation have taken their toll on
the Association. One solution will be to increase our membership rolls. so
members are urged to publicize the organization at every chance with due
emphasis on the importance of preserving our historical heritage. The following
types ofmemberships are available: student, $4; regular, $8; sustaining, $50; and
patron. $100.

Local historical activities continue to further appreciation for the past in our
region. The city of Lufkin is to be commended for establishing the H-istorical and
Creative Arts Center which opened early this year in the Old st. Cyprian's
Episcopal Church. A project of the Lufkin Service League, the Celfter has
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already presented several attractive exhibits, including one on our Indian
heritage and another on the image of America in caricature and cartoon. A few
miles north. the Nacogdoches Bicentennial Commission has opened the City
Spirit Art Center, which is used for exhibits, peIformances, and teaching. The
Houston County Historical Commission sponsored a historical pageant entitled,
"Houston County Under Six Flags." Area schools cooperated in this
bicentennial project. Doubtless many other communities in East Texas are
involved in similar activities. Hopefully. the cultural spin-off from the national
bicentennial celebration will do more to advance awareness of our rich heritage.
Another Bicentennial venture that will prove helpful to Texas historians is
the publication of Women in Early Texas, edited by Evelyn M. Carrington. A
compilation of biographies of fifty notable women. the book was produced by
the Austin chapter of the American Association of University Women. It may be
ordered from Jenkins Publishing Company for $12.50.
Our belated congratulations go to the Smith County Historical
Society/Commission for winning an award from the American Association for
State and Local History. The award was voted late last year in honor of the
group's program to promote interest in local history and for its excellent Smith
County Chronicles.

The Texas State Genealogical Society continues to provide services for
those interested in the human side of history. Prospective members may write
the organization in care of Percy Fewell. P. O. Box 7076. Dallas. Texas 75209.
The Society publishes a quarterly on genealogical matters. STIRPES.

An interesting bibliography of books on trans-Mississippi railroads is
available from the Hale County Historical Society and Llano Estacado
Museum. Entitled Railroads of till' Trans-Missis,\';ppi West: A SeJe{'(ed
BibfioRraplry of Books , the work is edited by Donovan L. Hofsommer. It sells
for $2.50 and may be ordered from the Llano Estacado Museum. Box 20.
Wayland Baptist College. Plainview. Texas 79072.

Archives and libraries are increasingly experiencing the problem of theft of
materials. Since recovery of stolen items often proves difficult. the Society of
American Archivists is inaugurating a comprehensive program on archival
security. Assisted by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
the Society has established a register of lost or stolen archival materials in its
national office in Chicago. Procedures now exist whereby a dealer. archivist. or
properly identified individual can contact the SAA to determine if a particular
item is missingor stolen. Institutions that have suffered a theft in the past twenty
years or suspect that missing items have been stolen may contact the archival
security program at the following address; University of Illinois, Chicago Circle.
The Library. P. O. Box 8198. Chicago. ILL.. 60680.
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A potentially useful book for local historians is the Texus Museums
Director.\" now available in a revised edition. The preface defines muse·ums as
"organized and permanent non-profit institutions. essentially educational or
aesthetic in purpose, which exhibit objects with intrinsic value to science,
history, art, or culture. and which are open to the public." The work includes a
number of photographs and the listing is alphabetical by cities. Those interested
in copies might contact the Texas Historical Commission and Texas Historical
Foundation. which pUblished the book through a grant from the Moody
Foundation of Galveston.

The Association is in possession ofa number of copies of a 1931 pUblication
of papers read at the annual meeting of the East Texas Historical Association,
1928-1931. They were published as a bulletin of the East Texas State Teachers
College at Commerce. The Association hopes to sell these issues, thereby
bolstering our sagging treasury.lfyou are interested, please write the editor in
care of this journal.

A unique telling of the story of the American frontier, A Fair lind Happy
Land by William A. Owens, has been published by Charles Scribner's Sons. A
Fair and Happy Land follows the course of Owens' own ancestors as they
moved through nine states in two hundred years. always on the outer fringe of a
new frontier. He recounts in graphic terms the frontier experience - foraging
into wilderness. claiming land. fighting Indians. enduring great hardship for the
sake of elbow room and independence.
As they travelled westward. from Pennsylvania to Maryland, Virginia.
Kentucky. Missouri, Alabama. Arkansas, and finally to Texas, the Cleavers
crossed paths with the famous: George Washington, Daniel Boone. the
Lincolns. Andrew Jackson. and others. These new Westerners watched the
American Revolution from a distance. faced conflicts over slavery and religious
freedom, fought the Indians during the War of 1812, and joined both armiesin the
Civil War. Interwoven with these momentous events are Owens' moving
descriptions of the Cleavers' work·a·day lives as they. and many like them.
opened the American frontier.
Williams A. Owens is Professor and Dean Emeritus of Columbia
University. Born in Pin Hook, Texas. Dr. Owens is an expert in folk music and
folk materials. and he is the author of nine books including the highly and widely
praised This Stubborn Soil and A Season ofWeatherinl? While writing A Fair
and Happy Land he travelled throughout the eastern half of the U.S. searching
for his own roots and researching the travels of his ancestors. He writes in his
introduction, "I wanted to know what they treasured, what they laughed at,
what they believed in. what they fought for. I wanted to get close to them.
generation after generation. as I could - to walk on the land they had walked
on. to see the rivers and valleys and mountains they had known - to seek out
their human essence ... Their toughness of body and mind and purpose. as
strong in those who marched with them, changed a wilderness into a
country - a country not quite the dream they had dreamed. but better than
people like them had ever known before."
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BOOK REVIEWS
With Santa Anna in Texas: A Personal Narrative ofthe Revulution. By Jose Enrique de la
Perla. Trans. and ed. by Carmen Perry (College Station: Texas A & M University
Press. 1975. xxix + 202 pp. Illustrations, notes, and index. $10.00.)
Historians as well as participants in the Texas Revolution have written extensively on
the dramatic events of that brief period. often disagreeing both as to facts and
interpretation. While Sam Houston presented the American-Texas position through
Henderson Yoakum, History 0/ Texas. Juan Nepomuceno Almonte, Vicente Filisola.
Jose Urrea. Juan Jose Andrade. Jose Juan Sanchez Navarro, and Antonio Lopez de Santa
Anna recorded the Mexican viewpoint quite differently. To confuse the issues further,
Carlos E. Castaneda in The Mexican Side of The Texas Rn'olution and Walter Lord inA
Time to Stand raised points which contradicted or at least questioned the overwhelming
volume of material which most Texas historians had accepted for over a century. Now,
through the efforts of the late John Peace of San Antonio and former teacher and
government translator Carmen Perry, the Texas A & M Press has published a fascinating
eye-witness account by Jose Enrique de 1a Pena, which should help clarify or buttress
certain issues.

In recording events "as they took place" (p; xxv) from January to June, 1836, de la
Pena urges Mexicans to judge the facts for themselves, and then' 'let your terrible verdict
fall upon those who may deserve it." (p. 190) Immediately, therefore, his diary assumes
the aura of authenticity and objectivity. And in the unfolding pages it continues to
reenforce such feelings. For instance. he praises William B. Travis and James W. Fannin,
who acted bravely, though perhaps unwisely in military situations; yet he denounces those
Americans who coveted Mexican soil as pirates. In turn, he criticizes his superiors,
especially Santa Anna. Filisola. Ramirez y Sesma, and Jose Maria Tomei, while openly
admiring General Urrea. But equally impressive are accounts which describe his revulsion
to the senseless slaying of Texans at Goliad, to Santa Anna's useless sacrifice of Mexican
soldiers to appease his vanity, and to the torture and execution of seven defenders at the
Alamo who were taken prisoner (specifically David Crockett).
Consequently this dairy. With Slmta Anna in Tex(u: A Per.wnal Narrarh'e of The
Rl'\'olution. is of utmost importance to those interested in Texas history. Besides
obtaining insights into the thinking and character of Mexican leaders, the reader will better
understand the wretched conditions from which ordinary soldiers - and camp
followers - suffered. He will also be enriched by the excellent introduction of Llerena
Friend. And possibly he will appreciate even more the extraordinary talent and ability of A
& M Press director Frank Wardlaw.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
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SaberJ OIl the Rio Grande. By Jerry Thompson. Illustrations by Bruce Marshall. Austin
(Presidal Press), 1974. p. 23.5. Bibliography, illustrations, index and notes.

Jerry Thompson. a student of Rio Grande settlements, has produced a good history of
life and events at Laredo from its founding in 1755 through the American Civil War. He has
researched and written vivid accounts about this chief port of entry on the United
States~Mexican border, and the people who played important roles in its development.
Bruce Marshall's illustrations enhance chapter division pages, but frequent
typographical errors spoil what is a fine and well-edited volume. This does not mean,
however. Thompson's work goes for naught. His challenge that the Spanish explorer
Alvarez de Pineda spent forty days at the mouth of the Soto la Marina and not the Rio
Grande certainly deserves serious consideration despite age~old testimony by noted
historians.
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An instructor at Laredo Junior College, Thompson'8 work is the first of two volumes.
If the second is as well written as the first. we can expect to learn more about this important
gateway on the Rio Grande. Hopefully the galley proofs will be read more carefully so as to
eliminate unnecessary typographical mistakes.

Maury Darst
Galveston College

Robert Simp.mn Neif(hbnrs and the Texas Frontier, /836 - 1859. By Kenneth F.
Neighbours. Waco (Texian Press), 1975. P. 349, illustrations, bibliography, index.

From the time of his coming to Texas in 1836 until his untimely death in 1859. Robert
Simpson Neighbors served the Republic and later the State of Texas in various capacities,
including service as a legislator. a military officer, and an Indian agent. This book portrays
the life of this famous Texan, dealing principally with his service to the Texas Indians and
their problems with the encroaching white civilization.
Neighbors came to Texas in 1836 to enlist in the army and serve in the War for
Independence, There is some speculation that he might have served in the Battle of San
Jacinto. but it is more probable that he arrived too late for this. Neighbors, however, did
serve in the new Texas army and rose to the rank of quarter-master-In 1842, when he was
stationed in San Antonio. Neighbors was captured by General Adrian Woll of the Mexican
army and was marched into Mexicoand imprisoned at the fortress of San Carlos de Perote.
After two years of confinement. Neighbors and his comrades returned to Texas, In 1844.
Neighbors received a commission from Anson Jones as agent to the Lipan and Tonkawa
Indians and from this time until death he worked for the peaceful coexistence of the Indian
and the white man. The California gold rush brought the need fora link with the West. and
in 1849. Neighbors led an expedition from San Antonio to blaze a trail to EI Paso. His
connections with the Indians proved helpful as he successfully charted this new route. He
returned to EI Paso in 1850 as a commissioner to organize the western counties of Texas.
He was successful in his organization at EI Paso. but ran into a stern opposition from local
political tyrants at Santa Fe. This Rio Grande boundary dispute was later settled by the
Compromise of 1850. Neighbors briefly represented the Bexar and Medina District in the
state legislature for two years. and then returned to the frontier as a supervising agent for
Texas in the United States Indian service. Neighbors set up a reservation for the Texas
Indians along the upper Brazos. He introduced the Indians to white customs of farming
and education and he protected the Indians from white aggression. As hostilities on the
frontier increased. Neighbors came under increased criticism and he was accused of
protecting reservation Indians who had committed depredatiosn against white
settlements. An official commission, called to investigate these charges, found Neighbors
innocent. The situation on the frontier became intolerable and Neighbors was ordered to
move his reservation further north. On his return trip from the exodus to the North.
Neighbors was murdered at the settlement of Belknap.
Kenneth Neighbours' presentation defends the generally peaceful attitude of the
Texas Indians during these times. He attributes this quiet on the frontier to the work of
Neighbors and his subordinates. The author also discusses the relationships of the local
key figures along with a detailed account of the early landmarks and geographical features
of the area.
This volume is recommended for those interested in local Texas frontier history. The
text contains numerous quotations and is generously illustrated. There is also an extensive
bibliography and index.
Jordan Holt
Dallas, Texas
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T exa.~ Hearrll1nd:A Hill Country Year. By John Graves with Photographs tiy Jim Bone~.
Je. College Station (Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University Press), 1975. P.
102. Text and photographs. $21.50.

By using J. -Frank Dobie's ranch "Paisano" as a microcosm of the Texas Hill
Country, the author is able to present a panoramic image of the settlement of that part of
the state. To his way of thinking the Hill Country was settled by pioneers who drew their
strength from the land. In time the land was used up, its tall grasses overgrazed and its oil
eroded. Even as the land nurtured these men's lives. it also took their youth. When it was
over nothing remained except the destroyed land and the people who either died or left.
Their sons were not interested in remaining in that country in order to wrest the last
sustenance from a ruined earth. With the absence of people, the Hill Country. by some
majestic process and in a halting. painful manner. began to reinvigorate and replenish
itself.
As one of its in-residem;e fellows. Jim Bones, Jr.. spent a year photographing the
general area around "Paisano" . With a richness that only high-quality, color photography
could make possible, he presented the Texas Hill Country in all ofits rugged beauty. It was
a beauty of the hard overthe soft, the stark over the ordinary, and the wild over the tame.
In order to catch the essence of the country. Bones was prepared to take whatever
chances were necessary. In order to photograph a particular water scene, he found it
useful to stand in a pool of water beside a water moccasin in order to get the desired photo.
On another occasion he was taking pictures in a thunderstrom and was almost killed by a
lightning bolt. As a result of his devotion to his photography, the reader is treated to some
exceptionally good photos.
For all of its good aspects, this is a "living room" book. The quality of its paper and
the richness of its photography precludes it from being a part of the family's regular
reading. It would be the sort of book that one would give to aguest to read. This is a "show
book"-a table volume to be admired.
Thomas J. Summers
Nacogdoches
Some Still Do: Eua.vs on Tex(Js Customs. f."dited hy Francis E. Ahanethy. Austin (Thl'
Encino Pre:i~i). 1975. $10.00.
Some Still Do was edited by Francis Edward Abernethy. Furthermore, "Ab"
contributed an introductory note. two of the articles, and the photographs for another
article. For anyone who is familiar with his unique blend of scholarship arid down-to-earth
realism. that should be enough said. However. this publication of the Texas Folklore
Society deserves to have even more said about it than that.
In a foreword. Wilson Hudson describes the blend of amateurism and professionalism
which characterizes the Texas Folklore Society. which paves the way for a collection of
articles written by both amateurs and professionals. But. as Hudson explains. the
difference is not necessarily one of the degree of skill in telling a tale; the articles are about
how things use to be. and in isolated pockets of resistance. are still being done.
These are tales of clay eating and bee coursing along with tales about syrup making
and buttermilk to whet the appetite.
The work ethic finds expression in stories about cowboys and cedarcutters. chimney
dobbin' and wax making. And for pure entertainment. there is muhle playing at Winedale
and fiddling festivals at Crockett. tradin' tales in Canton and Whittlin' in Tenaha. A Texas
heritage based on faith is strong. and like most things Texan, practical. Articles on faith
healing and water witching give accounts of two of [hese practical faith activities. still
practiced hereabouts.
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Some Still Do, like a Faberge Easter Egg, contains stories within stories, within a
slory.

R. G. Dean
Nacogdoches. Texas

C()rre~polld('n('eofJam!'.\"

K. Polk: Volume 111,1835-/836. Edited by Herbert Weaver and
Kermit L. Hall. Nashville (Vanderbilt University Press), 1975. P. 872. Map,
illustrations, notes. and index. $25.00.

The presidential campaign of 1836. in addition to being the first national contest
between Jackson's Democratic Party and the emerging Whigs, was a milestone in the
career ofJames K. Polk. Takingan active role in the Democrat-Whig conflict, Polk labored
unsuccessfully to prevent a serious split in his party throughout 1835 and then he
campaigned strenuously on behalf of Martin Van Buren against Tennesseean Hugh L.
White, one of the Whigs' regional presidential candidates. His efforts failed, and White
won a substantial victory in Tennessee, but during the campaign Polk sOlidified his
position as the leading Jacksonian in the state and an influential figure in the national party.
He was elected without opposition to a sixth term as Representative from the Ninth
Congressional District of Tennessee in August, 1835, and achieved further prominence by
being elected Speaker of the House of Representatives in December of that year. His
triumph over incumbent Speaker John Bell was especially satisfying because it reversed a
defeat Polk had suffered in his bid for that post in 1834.
These political evenb provide the background for Volume III of the Correspondence
ofJam<'s K. Polk. The Polk correspondence in 1835 and 1836 illustrates both Polk's deep
concern for preserving a unified, national Democratic Party in the face of the Whig
challenge and Jackson's encoumgement of his efforts. Polk's own letters indicate that he,
like his correspondents in Tennessee. actually preferred White to Van Buren but chose to
remain loyal to Jackson and the party's candidate. Communications with Jackson, Senator
Felix Grundy, Representative Cave Johnson, and Polk's relatives and constituents
provide a clear picture of the Democratic viewpoint and tactics in the factional struggle.
Polk's correspondence. especially after his election to the Speakership, also reflects
the concern of Tennesseeans over the slavery issue. Uneasiness over the activities of the
abolitionists is an important theme in the letters of Polk's constituents.
The book itself retains the same format and, more importantly, quality, of the first two
volumes. Kermit L. Hall has replaced Paul H. Bergeron as associate edi~or of the Polk
Project and has collaborated with editor Herbert Weaver to produce another well-edited
addition to the series. The Project continues under the joint spom,orship of Vanderbilt
University. the Tennessee Historical Commission, the Polk Memorial Association, and
the National Historical Publications Commission.
The 690 letters included in this volume are arranged chronologically, with each
identified by author, address to which it was sent, and present location. Where necessary,
footnotes further identify authors, addressees, and persons and events mentioned in the
letters.
The volume of Polk's correspondence grew with his political stature, a development
which necessitated greater editoral selectivity in the preparation of Volume III than was
necessary in the tlTSt two. Nearly one thousand letters were examined, of which 506 are
published in full and 184 are summarized. This latter group is composed mainly of routine
requests for information which Polk made of cabinet officers and requests for political
favors from his constituents; their inclusion in summary form seems adequate for most
purposes.
As in the first two volumes, Polk's own letters comprise a relatively small percentage
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of the compilation-in this case, 118 of the 690 letters. Although the reader. in exan\ining
replies to Polk's letters. often wishes the originals could have been included, their
unavailability is certainly no reflection on the accomplishment of the editors and does not
seriously detract from the usefulness of the available correspondence. Taken as a whole,
Volume III of the C orre.\pondence ofJames K. Polk sllccessfully presents an important
period in Polk's political career.
Edward C. Nagy
Seaford, New York
Axes, Owen, and Men: A Pic/orial History of the Southern Pine Lumber Company. By

Laurence C. Walker. Diboll. Texas (Angelina Free Press). N.P.G.
This pleasant volume is a history of the early days of The Southern Pine Lumber
Company, complete with pictures and text. Most of the illustrations originally appeared in
The Amah-an Lumberman in 1908 as part of a special issues on Thomas Lewis Latane
Temple and his lumbering enterprises. Dr. Laurence C. Walker, Dean of the School of
Forestry at Stephen F. Austin State University. has selected the most interesting
photographs and has written an informative narrative to accompany them. T,L.L. Temple
was a strong man with advanced ideas about selective cutting and sustained yields in
logging practice. He also had strong views about the behavior of his employees and the
nature of a company town. These characteristics are apparent throughout the account. To
indicate the continuing nature of the story. Dean Walker has chosen as the last
photograph. a picture of a jet plane of the Temple Industries fleet taking off from the
Angelina Airport for "foreign" parts. This well-designed and attractively printed study
should be a valued possession for all the people who have worked for the Temple
Industries and a welcome addition to the collection ofeveryone interested in the early days
of lumbering in East Texas and the Southwest.
Robert S. Maxwell
Stephen F. Austin State University

Louisiana: A Pictorial History. By Leonard V. Huber. New York (Charles Scribner's
Sons) 1975. l1Iustrations. maps. $20.

Leonard V. Huber. resident and successful busines~man from New Orleans, has
made the study of his home state a life long avocation. He is widely published and his
books and articles cover many aspects of the state's history. His most publicized work is,
Nell' Orleans: A Pictorial History.
In preparing LOftisiana: A Pictorial Hi.~tory, Huber has drawn extensively from his
personal collection of over 10.000 pictures and illustrations. Although most historians
write the text and then pick the pictures to illustrate it, Huber has done the reverse. He
chose pictures that covered every aspect of Louisiana life, then provided a narrative to
make them meaningful.
These 800 pictures illustrate the state's 300 year existence. from its earliest
beginnings to the present time. They show artifacts ofthe Indians who lived in the lower
Mississippi Valley thousands of years ago and trace the history from French and Spanish
rule through the American Revolution. the Civil War, Reconstruction, the Jazz Age in
New Orleans, to the present. Illustrations of old advertisements. political cartoons,
theatrical handbills and Mardi Gras decorations show the richness and diversity of life in
Louisiana. Virtually every aspect of life. from epidemics to life in prison camps, to the
survival of French culture to industrialism, is represented in Huber's book. Many of the
illustrations have never been reproduced before.
The Introduction is a twenty-one page, double column, historical sketch
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Louisiana's history from April 9. 1682. when Rene·Robert Cavelier, sieur de La Salle.
planted a wooden cross at the mouth ofthe Ri ver Colbert and took possession ofa territory
so vast that it would take more than a century for men to realize its full extent, to the 19705.
The Introduction is filled with factual data plus humorous anecdotes. It is an entertaining
as it is informative.
Leonard Huber's book is excellent and highly recommended for anyone interested in
one of America's most beautiful and unique states.
Catherine Peterson
Shreveport, Louisiana
France and North America: The Revolutionary Experience. Mathe Allain and Glenn R.
Conrads, cds. Lafayette, Louisiana. (The USL Press), 1974. P. 260. Foreword,
Illustrations, Index. $10.00.

Asall proceedings and symposia, this volume varies considerably as to smoothness of
style, depth of insight, and general adequacy in preparation. Allain and Conrad are to be
congratulated on an excellent job of editing on such a diverse miscellany as this book
represents.
The book contains sixteen essays ranging from the keynote address which essentially
deals with what is history and revolution, to the student uprising in Paris, 1968. Obviously.
in a short review, each cannot be analyzed, summarized or even listed with author's
credits. The essays here are directed, perhaps by chance, perhaps by design, to show the
inter-relationship between cultural elements that in one fashion or another almost
inexorably force a people to undertake action directed toward changing their political,
social, e~onomic, and financial situatioll-to mention only a few things, revolutions, if
they are real revolutions, do change. That purpose is achieved in this collection, and it
should serve well those of us who recognize history asan ongoing, unfinished production.
Ert J. Gum
University of Nebraska at Omaha
Conquest and Commerce, Spain and England in the Americas. By James Lang.
Nashville, Tennessee (Academic Press), 1975, Map, tables, selective bibliography,
index, p, 261. $12,50,

Published as part of the "Studies in Social Discontinuity" series, this book by James
Lang considers the relationship between Spain, England, and their colonies in the
Americas. The primary purpose of this study is to focus on the distinctive institutions
which these two societies produced in America. Lang states that "the states of Western
Europe brought elements of a common cultural heritage to the Americas. But from that
common tradition they constructed radically different societies."
The book is divided into two sections; the first is a discussion of Spain and its
institutions, and the latter deals with England. When discussing these two countries and
their colonies, one must consider that there is a difference in time. The Spanish began their
colonization prior to the Reformation and the English not until over a century later.
One other important difference, Lang points out, is that the respective monarchies
were of different strengths at the time of colonization. Spain brought a tradition of strong
government. The Hapsburg monarchy needed only to transfer an efficient bureaucratic
machinery to a different location. The primary goal of these kings was a unified empire.
The English, however, were not controlled by a strong monarchy. When
colonialization began it was under the shadow of a struggle between Parliament and the
King. The colonies, also, began as an enterprise on the part ofjoint-stock companies, and
were more obviously a commercial venture. The title of the book is derived from the fact
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that the Spanish colonial scheme was one of conquest while the British was one of
commerce, or as Lang states " the Spanish state dispatched bishops and judges to
America, the English sent customs officials."
While seeing considerable value in this book as a viewpoint of the basic policies of
these two countries toward their American colonies, my reaction was negative. The book
loses continuity at times, thereby making it difficult to read, and it relies on too much
secondary evidence. It is. nevertheless, an important addition to the "Studies
Discontinuity" series.
Terry Teaters
"Give Me Yesterday": American History In Piano MI~Sjc:, 1890·1920. By Lester Levy.
Norman (Universit)' of Oklahoma Press). 1975. P. 420, Bibliography and index.
$/7.50.
Give Me Yesterday is the third volume in a series of works on popular music in
America'5 history, The first, Grace Notes in American History, focused on songs of the
nineteenth century, and the second, Flashes of Merriment, dealt with the comic songs of
the same period. This newest edition reviews American music between 1890 and 1920.
The cultural history of any society is always reflected in its songs, and Give Me
Yesterday puts its hand on the heartbeat of American life from the' 'Oay Nineties" to the
"Roaring Twenties." Trolly cars, suffragettes, infamous crimes, funny papers, and
marching off to war are just a few of the subjects remembered in songs. Mary Pickford,
WiUiam Howard Taft, Rube Goldberg, and the gentleman burgler, Jimmy Valentine, have
also embossed their names in the history of American lyrics. The music between 1890 and
1920 not only reflects the history of those years, such as the sinking of the Titanic or the
building of the Panama Canal, but the attitudes of the people as well. This can be seen in
such songs as "When America Is Captured By The Japs," "Standard Oil, " and "We Take
Our Hats Off To You, Me. Wilson." Lester Levy has compiled and categorized the sheet
music on these and other topics but he has also added the history behind each of the songs.
If not for his detailed approach to the significance of each song the importance of the book
may have been lost.
The reproductions of the covers of the original sheet music, in both black and white
and color, give the flavor needed to totally sweep the reader back in time. The artwork
involved in these illustrations is indicative of the times and therefore contributes an
importance which might otherwise go unnoticed. Add to this the readable style of the
author and Give Me Yesterday becomes a book for not only nostalgics and music lovers
but historians as well.
George Schaade
Angleton, Texas

History of the Congress of the United States. By Alvin M. Josephy, Je. New York
(McGraw-Hill), 1975. P. 407. Bibliography, Index. $27.50.
Books about Senators and Congressmen, and about various aspects oftheir two shops
are rife, but The American Heritage History ofthe Congress ofthe United States by Alvin
M. Josephy, Jr. is the first to put the start-ta-finish story ofthese raucous, intransigent, and
vital Congressional bodies into one historical narrative.
In fast-moving prose, Josephy lifts the Capitol's lid and takes the reader down the
main corridor of America's history, along the thundering hall of politics. As he points out,
politics is at the core of a Senate and a House that have always been tumultuous, engaging,
clownish, and - again and again - patriotically, democratically, inspiring.
"Congress is the People," growled Thaddeus Stevens, and here are 94 sessions of
wonderous people with the bark on, full of brilliance and rascality, nobility and
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pettifoggery, magnanimity and meanness. The "people" of Congress are a major theme of
the book.
A second theme is the evolution of Congress as a basic institution of government; and
a third is the constantly shifting relationship of the Congress and'the Presidency.

This first illustrated history ever published on the subject presents more than 300
historical pictures - many in color - ofthe most motley, posturing, dynamic, important
men and women the U.S. has ever produced. History cartoons, little-known paintings,
action sketches, and a wealth of portraits offer an unprecedented visual history of the
institution that tries to be invisible when it is in session - no photos or sketches are
allowed. Here also is drama on the Capitol steps, from KKK rallies to airplane takeoffs;
the Capitol belowstairs; and even such member-of-the-c1ub amenities as haircuts, bean
soup and junkets.
Victor de Keyserling

A Centennial History of Texas A&M University, 1876-1976. By Henry C. Dethloff.
Foreward by Joseph Milton Nance. Two volumes. College Station (Texas A&M
University Press), 1975. Appendices, Figures, Tables, Bibliography, Index. P. 712.
$25.00.

,

A Pictorial History ofTexas A &M Universiry, 1876-1976. By Henry C. Dethloff. College
Station (Texas A&M University Press), 1975. I1lustrations. P. 232. $15.00.
Every now and then a book (or, in this case, books) come along and stimulates an
editorial urge to violate the normal processes of reviewing and do the thing yourself. Henry
Dethloff's history of the Aggies, complete with pictures, is a case inpoint. Partly this is for
Henry's sake. There are so many Longhorns, Mustangs, Bears, Horned Frogs and others
who could not resist that other urge to enliven these pages with rich, southwestern Aggie
humor (1). and so many former Aggies whose objectively might be equally questioned, I
finally figured that only a former Rice Owl could do his work justice. Partly it is for the
A&M Press' sake, because Frank Wardlaw has done a rnagnificentjob of getting this new
publishing house off to a good start. But mostly it is for A&M's sake. because it and these
books which represent it deserved a good review.
Long ago a former professor spoke a truism to me: "In the background of every Texas
girl is an Aggie. " He might as well have broadened his claim to every Texan, because they
are there. Most of us who grin at the silly jokes about them secretly admire and envy their
spirit, their devotion to the place, even their boots. They hail from the senior public
institution of higher education in the state, they are celebrating their centennial, and they
are to be commended. So is Henry Dethloff. In this two volume narrative tracing A&M's
first one hundred years he has done a magnificent job of compiling the information and
getting it out, despite the necessity of statistics. in a literate presentation. DetWoff enjoyed
unlimited access to university records, but he also interviewed widely and evidently got
into all pertinent records in Austin as well. The result is a fine contribution to the history of
higher education in Texas which can be read with profit, if not the emotion of insiders , by
all students of Texas history and education.
The pictorial volume requires a special note. From the Schiwitz drawing on the cover
to the Bradford illustration of Aggie uniforms on the last page, it is a delight. Most of the
illustrations are black and white because they cover the full century, but there are color
photos as well, and a text that ties it all together admirably. Make what you will of it, I
especially like the caption on page 226 which shows that new phonomenon on the
Brazos - a female student - "The faces have changed, and the fashions ... and the
way they talk ... but Aggies are stil1 Aggies."
Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Porjf,-io SalinaJ. By Ruth Goddard. Austin (Rock House Press), 1975. P. 86. Appendix.
Illustrations, Index. $25.00.

For all lovers of Texas bluebonnets. those breathtaking splashes of spring's finest.
truest color, this slender yolume on Porfirio Salinas and his art will be a must. There are
numerous reproductions of Salinas' finest works recreated with excellent color fidelity,
and Goddard's narrative feelingly presents the trials and troubles ofthe artist through what
she calls the Fo!"mative Period, Salanas and Uncle Sam, the Bradford influence, the
Spanish Heritage. Salinas and Lone Star Beer, and the Presidential Period. The latter
refers to the claim that Salinas was President Lyndon B. Johnson's favorite artist. To
encourage bad puns, you may not have Hurd that before. For those who may not know,
Salinas was a landscape artist. Of his kind, he best captured the Texas Hill Country on
canvas.

A Nafion Within A Nation: The Rise of Texas Nationalism. By Mark E. Nackman. New
York (Kennikat Press), 1975. P. 133, Notes, Bibliography, Index. $12.50.

Texans do not need to be told they are unique; we get vaccinated for that even before
we tryon our first pair of boots. But we do need the ammunition with which to convince tbe
doubters from the other forty-nine "unique" population clusters which comprise the
Federal Union. John Bainbridge's Super Americans and George Fuermann's Reluctant
Empire served just fine for the modern period, but Nackman's contribution is to suggest
that this is not twentieth-century stuff alone. In his opinion it really started in 1821 andjust
got naturally wOl'5e (or better) as the years rolled along until a full-blown sense of
nationalism w~s achieved. A Nation Within A Nation is well researched and written, and
is worth the time of the interested scholar as well as the general reader.
Battle.l· Lost and Won: Essays From Civil War History. Edited by John T. Hubbell.
Westport, Conn. (Greenwood Press), 1975. P. 282. Index. $13,95.

In this case both the present volume and the journal in which all the essays were
originally published were edited by John T. Hubbell of Kent State University. The volume
is Number 45 in the Greenwood Press' Contributions in American History Series,
Hubbell's selections from the hundreds of articles he has helped to edit and publish is
good. The offering includes Ludwell Johnson's "Civil War Hi-story: A Few Revisions in
Need of Revising," which sets a good pace for the remainder of the book: James L.
Morrison on the struggle between sectionalism and nationalism at antebellum West Point;
Edward Hagerman on the contribution of Jomini and D. H. Mahan on the evolution of
Trench Watfare in the Civil War; Joseph L. Harsh on the service of George B. McClellan;
Grady McWhiney on the "Confederacy's First Shot;" Edwin C. Fishel on the mythology
of Civil War Intelligence; and Stephen Z. Starr and Roy P. Stonesifer on the Union
cavalry; John Beuchler on Civil War Mythology; Robert McGraw on pre-Civil War
Massachusetts militia and Richard Abbott on Massachusetts recruitment of Souther
Negroes; Albert Castel on partisan warfare; Richard Duncan on the 1862 Maryland
invasion; Thomas L. Connally on Robert E. Lee and Albert Castel on Thomas L.
Connally; Harry Scheiber on Confederate administrative failures; Stanley Swart on the
Military Examination Board; and finally McWhiney with the conclusion, "Who Whipped
Whom - Confederate Defeat Reexamined." The Connelly vs. Castel disagreement over
the role of Robert E. Lee in the war produces the most sparks, but Civil Warriors will enjoy
the whole thing.
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MarJ.. Twai,,'s Mininippi. By T. H. Watkin. Palo Alto(Amcrican West Publishing Co.l.
1974. P. 21-4. IlIuslr.tlions. index. SI8.S0.
Bargain hunters for richly colorful picture books should be delighted to learn of Ihis
one - its near pre-innalion price is reasonable and the offering is worth it. especially if
you like Mark Twain or the river. As a displaced Texan who spenl three years on the
river's bank at Baton Rouge. and another close to it in Kentucky. it is easy to appreciate
Watkins' selection of pictures and his readable lex I. His use of a good deal of Twain's
descriptions of the river for his special association wilh it is also fortunate. Watkins terms
the Missi sippi "the overwhelming geographic fact in the eaSlern one-third of the United
States ..... His narrative traces the river from melting glaciers in the Ice Age to modern
industrial uses.
Papt'rs Concerning Rober/j'flff's Colon)' ill Texas. II. 1813 II,rollg" St'pll·",ber, 1826.
Compiled and edited by Malcolm D. McLean. Fort Worth (Texas Christian
University Press). 1975. P. 647. Illustrations. bibliography. index. 520.

Our review of McCiean's first volume claimed that it was a major contribution to
Texas studies. Evidenlly the Texas State Historical Association and the Sons of the Texa
Republic agreed with the evaluation since each named it the winner of their publishing
award for best book of the year. The present volume continues to offer much to students of
Texas colonial history. It traces the career of Roben Leftwich from Virginia to Mexico.
the granting to him of over ten million acres ofland. its sale to the Texas Association. and
his loss of the entire investment. The documents cover the evolUlion of laws governing
Texas colonization and the efforts of Stephen F. Austin "to monopolize the colonization
of Texas ... Sterling C. Robertson makes his first appearance in this volume as a memberof
Dr. Feliz Robertson's exploring party.

1750·/800: A Bici!IItell/l;al Me",o;r. By D. E. Kilgore. Corpus
Christi (Friends of the Corpus Christi Museum). 1975. P. 10.

NIH'ct'J COl/IllY, Tt'.WI,\'

Dan Kilgore's contribution to the ueces County Bicentennial celebration is this
well-written survey of early Spanish activity in this are.t. Well documented. it makes good
reading for those interested in outh Texas or the Spanish period. It is accompanied by two
excellent maps. one of the Tc-<as coast and the other. in color. of the area discus ed.

The Southll'es/: South or West? By Frank E. Vandi\Cr. Drawings by D. Alys Downs.
College Station (Texas A&M Press). 1975. P. 48
This slender volume is an expansion of an address delivered to the annual meeting of
the Southern Historical Association in Dallas in November 1974. It is pure Vandiver.
Those who have read his work. especially Mighty Stotli'lltlfl. know that he is one historian
who is also a literary artic;l. His conclusion to the litle's question: "Are modern
Southwesterners the sum of Lhese traces? Yes. bUI with an extra ingredient to make them
uniquely Southwestern. They cannot be wholly underslood apan from the land that
nurtures them. that land from the Red River. west to Ihe Sierras and south 10 Ihe Rio
Gmnde. a land of varied plenty. unhampered by too much harsh history. :t place still
becoming something. Southwesterners see Ihe future as a frontier: they are essenlially
Lomorrow's folk .. · (pps. 47. 48)
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